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Disorder marks Back to School Jam
by Greg M arSaseeney a n d B ria n Cosgrove
For the second consecutive year, the
Back to School Bash was shut down
early by Campus Police after over-zeal
ous party goers attempted to enter the
already filled Student C enter Ballrooms.
One female student was taken to
Mountainside Hospital after she was
trampled by partiers near the revolving
doors of the Student Center.
T he Back to School Bash, co-spon
sored by the Organization of Students
for African Unity (OSAU) and Delta
Sigma T h e ta Sorority, filled the ball
rooms with 500 students.
Last years Back to School Bash, spon
sored by Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity
also ended early after students tried to
“rush” the doors and then proceeded to
damage a number of Campus Police
cars.
Campus Police, who were in charge
of admission, passed out exactly 500

wristbands and refused to let more than
300 people into the party.
According to Director of Student
Activities Chuck Feiner, approximately
300 people were still outside trying to
enter the party when Campus Police
were out of wristbands.
“T he conduct of the people outside
was inexcusable,” said Feiner.
According to Campus Police, when
officers told the crowd that nobody else
would be admitted to the party, the
crowd proceeded to “rush” the doors
and force their way into the party.
Most of the people trying to attend
the party and those inside were not
Montclair State students, according to
Campus Police Sargesnt Paul Cell.
T he party was “sold out by 10:30
p.m. and all of the wristbands had been
sold out,” said Cell.
T he number of Campus Police and
Security officers was reduced to seven

to reduce the cost to the organizations
involved, said Campus Police.
After last years Back to School Bash,
Campus Police increased the require
ment for security officers to one officer
per 50 people.
T he total number of people allowed
to enter the parties in the Student C en
ter was reduced from 600 to 500 after
last ydar’s incident.
Assistant Director of the Student
Center Manmeet Kohli said that there
was no serious damage to the Student
Center.
“Three blinds in the ballrooms were
broken and there was a lot of broken
glass (from bottles) around the build
ing,” said Kohli.
“A lot of alcohol was spilled all over
[the ballroom floor]. T he party policy is
already very strict but the alcohol con
sumption in the parking lots has to he
controlled,” said Kohli.

T h e event was also marred by proce
dural violations. Accord ing to SC A ’ l'reasurerjane Loake, co-sponsorship forms
were never filed with the SGA as re
quired by SGA statute.
OSAU also immediately gave Delta
Sigma Theta half of the proceeds from
the event. According to SGA Statutes,
all revenue from an event sponsored by
a Class 1 organization must be returned
to the SG A Treasureron the next’sehool
day.
At press time the portion of the
money given to the sorority had not
been returned to the SGA treasurer.
“Itwasamiscommunication between
me and OSAU,” said Loake.
Loake said that she would send a
warning letter to OSAU to inform them
of the statutes. She said that the inex
p e r ie n c e of O S A U 's
e x e c u tiv e
boardmay explain their unfamiliarity
with the statutes.

A F T a n d C W A P ro te st
V Christine

M iller
On Wednesday, Sept. 13, the front
of the Student Center becam e the fo
rum of the American Federation of
Teacher’s [A FT ] and Committee Work
ers of America’s [CWA] informational
picket, against the terms of the state’s
new contract proposal.
According to representatives of both
unions, their contracts expired on June
30, 1995. After the close of the threeyear contracts, and without settlem ent
of terms for the next ones, librarians
have been working without a contract
for two months, and the teachers do not
have a contract for the fall term.
Customarily, the contracts outlined
an increase in teachers’ wages reflect
the average inflation rate, roughly three
percent annually. However, after ne
gotiations with the state concerning the
need for such salary raises, the A F T
discovered that Governor Christine
Whitman is not negotiating with the

educational systems in New Jersey as
well as they claim other governors have.
T h e proposed contracts not only deny
them the cost-of-living increase, but
demand co-payments on Healthcare,
taken yearly from each teacher's salary.
“Originally, when we started negoti
ating, instead of working with the D e
p a rtm e n t of P e rso n n e l, she |Gov.
W hitman] hired a law firm that decided
we were lazy, spoiled brats, and that
they would take back all we’ve earned
in fifteen years. T h e y have a high figure
of nearly $50,000, and we really make
$ 2 5 ,0 0 0 or less, as far as college and
university employees go,” said Smith.
Graduate student 1 lenry Veggian also
com m ented that, “ I think it’s impor
tant. T h e fact that the education sys
tem is being dismantled systematically
by Gov. Whitman should be a big con 
cern for students.”
Maggie Thom pson, a junior, added,
continued on p. ¿
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N ew signs and codes
ease confusion

by D ave R ichards
In a continued effort to improve the
appearance of MSU, the Facilities and
Planning office had several new build
ing and directorial signs installed
throughout campus.
“53 new buildingsigns were installed
during August,” said Edward Oberhofer,
assistant director of facilities and plan
ning. “T h e re were also 2 4 directorial
signs set up along the walking paths.”
In addition to the new signs cam e the
assigning of new' building codes. Phis
outdated the several campus maps that
arc standing in various spots.
“9new cam pus mapswill be installed
as well as 12 new vehicular directorial
signs," said Oberhofer. H e stated that
the new signs should be up before the
end of O ctober.
This com es as a great relief to the
many students who were confused by

the new codes and absence of the old
ones.
“T h e new codes were unexpected.
They should have removed the old
maps and had new maps uj| before the
studentscam etocam pus,” stated Jenny
Barrios, a sophomore.
Shannon Housel, a junior, said, “ I
think the new codes will be easier in
the future. They correspond with the
buildings. But they should have fin
ished the job completely.”
Oberhofer understood the confusion,
but hopes that students will be patient
and that they will find the new system
will be easier to use when everything in
finally in place. He said that with the
extensive renovations it is difficult to
keep everything running at the same
time. He cited the sign with “Russ
I fall/Admissions Office” as an example.
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“The signs cam e in before the reno
vations were com pleted.”
The Facilities and Planning office
hopes that the students will be able to

handle these temporary problems and
in the meantime have the same out
look as Jim Marrero, a senior, who said,
“I think they look nice.”

Tau Kappa Epsilon rush poster under lire
by K ristina M ath is on
W om ens S tu d en t’s O rganization
[WSO| President Christine Dicristina
spoke before the Greek Council meet
ing Tuesday night to ask that controver
sial Pan Kappa Epsilon fratenity rush
flyers be removed from campus.
Flyers were being posted around
MSll this weekshowinga naked women
with the T au Kappa Epsilon fraternity
symbols written between her legs.
Head of Greek Council John Cvelic
and Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity rep
resentative Andy Fox apologized to
D icristin a
and
WSO
for
the
unappropriatness of the flyers.
“It wasn’t an official Tau Kappa Ep 
silon rush poster,” said Fox. “T h e pub
licity chair didn’t authorize it.”
SGA President Francois D ander said,
“1 think the individual who printed the
flyers was careless and it never should
have circulated.”
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity agreed

to take down all of the flyers and “take
action against the individual(s) respon
sible for this,” Fox said.
W hen asked why WSO wouldn’t
pursue sanctions against Tau Kappa
Epsilon,fraternity Dicristina said, “ At
this time I feel that an apology was
appropriate. My decision not to press
charges today [Tuesday] were largely
based on not speaking to the entire
group [WSO]. Everything happened
very fast.”
W SO Vice-President Jean-Marie
N avetta said, “I wasn’t informed that
Christine would be speaking on be
half of the WSO at the Greek Council
m eeting. I am not speaking on behalf
of the organization when 1 say that I
think that Tau Kappa Epsilon should
be subject to some disciplinary action
- at least to make a published apology
for the incident.”
“N o action will be taken against
th em ,” Dander said. “ I don’t think

that it was an actual Tau Kappa Epsilon
product - it was done by one or two
people.
“Maybe the WSO could m eet with
the Tau Kappa Epsilon president and
worksomethingout. The whole organi-

zation shouldn’t be punished for the
actions of an individual or a few indi
viduals,” said Dander.
On behalf of 'Fan Kappa Epsilon,
F o x said, “We apologize. W e’re not
about that.”
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Study in English or learn a foreign
language. Enroll for a semester or an
academic year, at very affordable
tuition or with financial aid!
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INTERESTED? Com e to the Global Education Center
C ollege Hall. Rm 217
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or coniaci Dr. Benjamin F. Hadis, Director o f International Sludies, 655-4253
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Strike7 con't from p. 1
“T h ey deserve more than $6.00 per
hour. T h ey put up with a lot. T hey
deserve more recognition than they’re
getting.”
A retired member of the History
Department and former president of
Local 1904, James Keenen,said, “In the
early eighties, the state spent more
m oncyoncollegesthanprisons. Today^
it spends more on prisons than colleges^
“Ask Whitman where her children
go to school. Ask the Republicans; they
don’t go the state colleges. I think in
their heart of hearts, they would close
the state colleges down if they could. It
just goes to show you where w e’re going
as a state.”
Secretaries received a memo dated
Sept 12, 1995, 11:47 a.m., from Richard
Davis and the Department of Adminis
trative Services. It outlined strict terms
for the picket and said that “... uslihl
lunch period assignments should be fol
lowed. While we recognize and respect
CW A’s right to responsible expression
of it’s views, requests for an adjusted
lunch period need not be approved if
operational requirements would be ad
versely affected.” Despite this, the
unions extended the time period of the
picket an extra hour.
T h e picket demonstration began to
take form around 11:50 p.m. A table was
set up with flyers, letters addressed to
Gov. Whitman for public supporters to
sign and posters proclaiming “ 1/3 Of
Our Professors Earn SLA V E WAGES;
$6.00 Per Hour For Masters Degrees
And D octorates! NO Ju stice, NO
Peace!”
“None of us like the idea of having to
do it, but we also don’t like working
without a contract. Healthcare is so
expensive and such a fundamental is
sue for all of us and our families. Strikes
arc painful,” Dr. Ficke said.
Astrike date will be determined after
negotiations scheduled over the next
few days.

Said Becker, “We hope to avert a
strike, but because of the state’s intran
sigence. W e are moving towards strike
preparations. We want everyone to know
how serious this matter is.”
Dr. Jam es Keencn added that there
will be another informational picket on
October 13th, but next time, it will be
“at the gates and full-scale.”
He said that the A F T is the “only
state union that’s ever struck, and we
struck other times.”
Two of the first to appear on the site,
other than those conducting the picket,
were authors of the memo Richard Davis
and Gilbert Rivera.
“I think it’s fine.” said Davis. “They
have a right to express their viewpoint.”
A
Rivera refused to com m ent on the
situation.
Diane Cooper, employee and mem
ber of the A F T , said, “W e want a fair
contract. . . we’re negotiating in good
faith, and w e’d like the State to do the
same and settle.”
Dr. Judith Shillcock added that the
kind of contract offered is absolutely
unacceptable. “T o have no raise for
three years and to have to pick up part of
our benefits is hard.” She’s worried
about the younger families; they have
low wages to begin with, and she wor
ries that they’re going to leave MSU.
Smith also spoke of the executive
meeting, held at 4:00 Wednesday after
noon. She said that the administration
is contemplating a potential denial to
the union members of the e-mail, mail
room, and copy room [Central Dupli
cating] priveleges. In the event that
these facilities might be used to coordi
nate the strike, usage of the facilities
will be denied.
It was a friendly meeting, she said,
because there has always been open
communication between the profes
sional staff and the administration.
“Still,” Smith said, “they have to do
what they have to do, and we have to do
what we have to do.”

B a g check sp o ils a p p etite
by Tom Walsh
In a business decision implemented
by the new dining services contractor,
Gardner Merchant Food Services, Inc.,
are required to check their bags at the
Blanton and Freem an Hall cafeterias.
According to General M anager Paul
Krousc the change was brought about to
ensure, “better food, better quality and
more variety to the students who board
at MSU.”
Krouse added that a survey conducted
at the Blanton Hall cafeteria last spring
indicated that, “enormous amounts of
food and silverware were walking out
the door.”
Gardner Merchant, which replaced
Aldan Dining as the campus dining ser
vice, conducted the survey as a part of
their packaged proposal to MSU. Krouse
believes that changes are not of a finan
cial nature but about, “managing a
[more] successful program at M SU .”
According to Director of Campus
Board Operations David Zabrowsky,
student reaction has been m ixed. “Just
a couple of complaints,” said Zabrowsky.
“But for the most part they really under
stand.”
Kate Van F ran k , an undeclared
sophomore, believes the bag checks are
“ridiculous. It’s inconvenient,” said Van

Frank. “Besides, we can’t do hom e
work.”
Krouse maintains thatalthough bags
will not be permitted inside either resi
d ence hall, notebooks and textbooks
will, giving students a chance to do
homework.
“T h e bookstore docs the sam e
thing,” he said, indicating the campus
b o o k s to re policy on b ack p ack s.
“W hether or not you’re dealing with
food or books, we have to operate like
a retail operation,” he said.
Samantha Spitaletta, a graphics d e
sign senior, is upset about the prospect
of long lines at the bag check. “T h e re
is a line for food, a line for bag checks .
. . too many lines for everything,” she
said.
Krouse said that the long lines e x p e 
rienced this sem ester are a result of
students adapting to their new sched
ules. “There is no correlation between
the long lines at the door and the bag
ch eck ,” he explained.
L eyd a Torres, a sophomore art m a
jor, said she “wouldn’t mind the new
system if they did a better job . . . but,
they don’t pay attention to the bags.”
K rouse said th at the system at
Blanton Hall is a temporary measure
continued on p. 6
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Campus Police Report
THEFT

com piled by K ristian M nthison

Aug 1 - Sept 9 a student eenter manigcr reported that th ree hand-held
tvalkics were stolen on three separate
)ccasions.
Aug 24 - Sept 5 a slide projeetor was
aken from a locked cabinet in Caleia.
\o signs o f forced entry were found.
Sept 6 a male rep orted that his
jookbag was stolen after he left it out
side the bookstore in the Student Cen
ter.
Sept 5 between 4 :3 0 and 6 p.m. a
female resident of Bohn Mall reported
hat a wallet from her purse was stolen
after she left it on her dorm room floor
while signing in guests.

building manager arrived and said that
occupants in a room refused to leave a
party. 72 people were found in the
apartment and left willingly.

FIRE
Sept 7 9:45 p.m. a desk assistant at
3ohn Hall reported that a dumpster lo
oted outside of the building was on fire.
Campus Police responded and extinuished the flames, but the fire reiglitcd at 9 :5 0 p.m. Clifton I-'ire Depart
ment responded at 10 p.m. and hose
Jown the dumpster.

SU SPICIO U S ACTIVITY
Sept 10 at 2:10 a.m. a Clove Road
\partments guard called regarding a
argegatheringand noise complaint. The

CRIM IN AL MISCHIEF
Sept 9 - Sept 10 between 6 p.m. and
2:30a.m . a male reported damage to his
ear in Lot 17. T h e front passenger side
was dented.
Sept 11 at 7 a.m. the Shuttle bus
manager reported that graffiti was
scrawled on the side of two busses.

ATTEMPTED THEFT

a phone bill. She pled guilty in Little
Falls Municipal Court and was releasee
on her own recognizance. She was or
dered to appear in Passaic County Court
for a hearing on Sept 13 for a pre-tria
intervention hearing.
Sept 8 -Sept 9 Father Art Humphrey
reported that there was graffiti of a hi
ased nature written in marker on a win
dow.
Sept 10 between 12:10 and 12:30 a.m
a female was knocked to the grounc
while trying to enter the Student Cen
ter. After suffering a cut on her mouth
she was taken to Mountainside Hospi
tal.

There w ill be a ~
News Section
Meeting in the
Student Center
rm. 113 on Tues.
9 /1 9 at 4 p.m.
Anyone inter
ested in News is
invited to attend.

Sept 10 at 11:10 p.m. a ‘83 Honda
had its driver’s side door lock damaged,
ignition punched out and steering
wheel damaged in Lot 30.

M ISCELLANEOUS
July 14Jeremiel Wade was sentenced
to three years in State prison and fined
$575 by the Hon. Randall Subryan in
Passaic County Court. Wade stole acar
on Feb 10, 1995 from Lot 28.
Aug 30 Tvra Jacobs, a Clove Road
resident, turned herself in to Campus
Police after she was charged with theft
o f services. Jacobs allegedly used the
credit card of another person to run up

Students: Sweet, delicious apples
for F R E F in the President’s Office lo
cated at College I lall, rm. 235. Please
stop in to get an apple and say hello!
Rem em ber, an apple a day. . . .
"I
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FREE

FOREVER TAN PLUS

Keep that Golden T an you worked
hard for all summer long!!
Stop by to visit our clean, ultra, m odern, and air
conditioned facility with private rooms each fully
equipped with the m ost powerful state-of-th e-art
tanning equ ip m ent. All eq u ip m en t includes
facial, radio and the only tanning beds in the area
with the “body contour acrylic.” All for your
com p lete total tanning pleasure.
S to p and c h e c k us ou t!

^Special Coupon: 5 Tanning sessions, plus
Free $20.00 offer good through 10/31/95
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•We accept National Student Discount Cards with proper I.D.*
•Students rccieve 10% discount with proper I.D.*
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We look forw ard to seeing you soon!!!
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Entrance gets updated
/>V/I n ne./o/tan sen
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Earlier this summer, the entrance to
thecampuson Normal Avenue was wid
ened and newsignsclcarly markingeach
building on campus w ere installed.
Large new signs with “ Montclair State
University” in large letters were added
to the entranceway at Normal Avenue.
Acting Director of Facilities and PlanningGeorge Meilen said that President
Reid requested the changes.
Work began in May and w ill continue
indefinitely.
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In addition to widening the entrance
at Normal A venue, the information
booth was m oved closer to the entrance.
T h e booth has its own road so that
anyone who needs to stop to ask ques
tions does not block traffic.
“'Phis was done to stop the traffic
blocking up on Normal A v e n u e ,”
Mellen said.
Mellen plans to have little kiosks
clearly marked with signs containing
information about parking and indicat
ing the location of buildings scattered
throughout the campus. 'The kiosks
will also contain emergency phones.
There are also plans to put up signs at
each parking lot indicating the number
o f the parking lot.
Lighting is also a major concern of
students on cam pus. “I’ve heard that
lighting is poor so I’m apprehensive
about taking evening classes,” said En 
glish major Kim Nucera.
Mellen said that lighting is presently
being added to the parking areas.
Mellen said any student w'ith ques
tions or complaints about lighting or any
other physical problems on campus
should call him at 655-4323.

D um pster
Fire forces
evacuation
by Rosemary G utierrez
Students w ere evacuated from Bohn
Hall last Thursday evening as a fire
blazed in a dum pster located outside
the C-wing o f the building.
T he fire was reported to the Campus
Police at 9:50 p.m. by a desk assistant.
The officer who arrived on the scene
used a fire extinguisher on the blaze.
Minutes later the fire reignited and the
fire department was notified.
Clifton’s Lvngine No. 6 responded in
minutes. Firem an Ken Scangarello es
timated the flames reached eight feet
high as the rubbish in the dumpster
burned.
At 10:20 p.m. fire alarms sounded in
the building and students w ere evacu
ated as the sm oke started to fill the
fourth floor rooms. Director o f Bohn
Hall Joseph DiM ichele said that most
students were cooperative.
Clifton firefighters extinguished the
fire 20 minutes later. No further inci
dent occurred. At 11:20 p.m. students
returned to their rooms after the smoke
cleared from the building.
T h e fire departm ent said that there
was no trace of arson.
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Midnight brought on the dusky hour
F riendliest to sleep and silence,
- Milton
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N ew D ire cto r for S tu d e n t C e n te r
after 20 years. You sec the new build
ings and people with whom you make
contact once again,” he said.
Although touched by the new envi
ronment, Anderson clearly expressed
his pride that he is coming back to a
university.
“Montclair has always been a dy
namic institution in the state. For it to
make a leap to university status was no
surprise for me,” said Anderson.
Anderson emphasized the impor
tance of keeping the Student Center
for the college community. “Making
this place a user-friendly and physically
good building is my priority,” he said.
“In any facility, there are security and
management concerns. Yet, I think
that the Student C enter is probably
even more secure than any other build
ings I have been with on other cam 
puses.”
Executive Assistant Carl Snipes said
that the search for a permanent director
was in limbo for a while because the
university's priority was on filling other

by Tom llou d
On Sept. 1, Louis Anderson becam e
the new Permanent Director of the
Student Center, replacing Acting D i
rector of the Student Center Connie
Ford.
“ I've been here for a few days. I
intend to make this a very serviceable
and attractive Student Center for the
college and friends o f the university,”
said Anderson.
Anderson previously served as S tu 
dent ('en ter Director in Dominguez
Hills, California and then at Pittsburg
State l Iniversity in Kansas, both posi
tions lasted 3 1/2 years. Anderson also
worked at Cornell College in Iowa
where he simultaneously served as As
sociate Dean of Students, Director of
the Commons, Student Activities and
Residence Life.
Anderson earned his Masters in S tu 
dent Personnel Services from Montclair
State College in 1975.
“ M o n tclair has n ev er left my
memory. It is interesting to be back

D e x t e r ’s

higher administrative positions such as
the Dean of Students and the Vice Presi
dent ofStudcnt Development and C am 
pus Life.
“Once those positions were filled,
then movement was made on filling
other positions such as Director of Stu
dent C enter,” Snipes said.
Snipes added that Anderson was cho
sen from many applicants. “I had the
privilege of coordinating the logistics of
the search. That is, the scheduling of
interviews and having access to their full
credentials as well. Louis Anderson was
chosen from a rich pool of highly quali
fied candidates.”
“I’m very happy to be back,” Ander
son said. “I’m very pleased that this
college has moved into a university ca
pacity; particularly as a former student
ofMSC. I'm looking forward to working
with the faculty, students, and adminis
tration in representing M S I'.”

Bags, con't from p.3
until a desk is set up next to the elevator
shaft. At that point a full time employee
will assume the role of bag monitor.
Krouse believes the new system is an
adequate security measure and he does
not “anticipate any continuing prob
lems with theft.” He maintains that
Gardner Merchant “wants to set a stan
dard in the management of their pro
gram.”

M SU

Professor
survey,
p. 12

Shades o f the prison house begin to close
Upon the growing boy.
•-Wordsworth
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Sign up for AT&T Irne Savings" and save 25% to
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Anybody Anytime, Anywhere
in the USA.

Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we’ll subtract 25% off your AT&T bill* Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you’ve got to call 1 8 0 0 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. T hat’s Your True Choice?"AT&T.
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S ta t e U n iv e r s it y

Un vi te s you t o o u r fir s t e v e n t o f Jail 1995:

O P EM H O U SE & /IS H
M O M D /iy S E P T E M B E R 1 8 th

4 :3 0 -6 :3 0 pm
in

C a feteria Ç

‘Join u s a n d find o u t a b o u t th e 'J.S.tA
•p i z z a p a rtie s
• S p e a k e rs
• W eekly m eetin gs
•tfa g e i b re a k fa sts
• H oliday celebration s
• cTrips
....... A nd m uch much m o re .........

J o r m ore inform ation, p le a se call
6 5 5 -5 2 8 0

R e fresh m e n ts will b e s e r v e d

Attention all m em bers
o f the M ontclarion\
T h e re will be a mandatory
Editorial Board m eeting on
W ednesday, Sep tem b er 20
at 5:00 P.M . in the office.
A ll m u st a tte n d .
Please see Tom or Anthony
if this is a problem .
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BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TO ANY COMPANY ASK FOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.

Y

©

1995 Teacheró Insurance and A nn uity Association /College Retirem ent E quities Fund.

ou put more than just your savings into a
retirement company. You put in your trust and
hopes for the future, too. So before you choose one,
ask some questions. How stable is the company?
How solid are its investments? How sound is its
overall financial health?
A good place to start looking for answers is in the
ratings of independent analysts. Four companies, all
widely recognized resources for finding out how
strong a financial services company really is, gave
TIAA their top grade.

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETTER PERFECT.
TIAA received A++ (Superior) from A.M. Best
Co., AAA from Duff & Phelps Credit Rating Co.,
Aaa from Moody's Investors Service and AAA from
Standard & Poor's. These ratings reflect TIAA's
stability, sound investments, claims-paying ability
and overall financial strength. (These are ratings of

insurance companies only, so they do not apply
to CREF.)
And TIAA—which, backed by the company's
claims-paying ability, offers a guaranteed rate of return
and the opportunity for dividends—is one of a handful of
insurance companies nationwide that currently hold
these highest marks.

CREF, FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversification,
there's the CREF variable annuity, with seven different
investment accounts to give you the flexibility you want
as you save for the future.0
Together, TIAA and CREF form the world’s largest
private retirement system based on assets under
management, with over $145 billion in assets and more
than 75 years of experience serving the education
community. For over a million and a half people
nationwide, the only letters to remember are TIAA-CREF.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.

\

\

8

•Not all accounts are available under the basic retirement plans at all institutions. They are, however, all available for TIAA-CREF Supplemental
Retirement Annuities (SRAs). CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual & Institutional Services.
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DID YOU HEAR
THE LATEST?

U
I
n
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The D R O P -IN CENTER
located between the Student Center
& Richardson Hall is having a
ra
Fall Training for all those interested
Y O U BETTER HURRY
&

a

DROP-IN
to fill an application before the
deadline on September 22, 1995.
Training
is
on
September
24,
1995.
fa
Don't wait until the last minute!!!
ra

A SERVICE OF THE S.G.A.
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The Best Way To Save M oney O n Stuff

(Other Than Borrowing Your Roommate's).
R oom m ates tend to get w eird w hen you b o rro w their stuff. (T h e y ’re funny
M

a s t m

like that.) B etter to get yourself a MasterCard* card. T hen

SHI S 3HSb
0000

S A H t> Y

fins

OUSER

you could use it to buy the things you really want.

And w ith these College MasterValues* coupons, y o u ’ll save up to 40%. And until
you get your ow n place, it’s the smartest thing you can do. Room m ates are w eird
enough as it is. M asterCard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart money.
JCPenney
Optical Center

50% OFF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME
Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus...
bonus discount o f $20 on our best lenses. Sale
includes any eyeglass frame in stock when you pur
chase a complete pair o f eyeglasses and use your
MasterCard*Card. Lens discount applies to our best
lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
O ffer and coupon valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 /3 1 /9 5 . O ffer valid on ly on
purchases using a M a ste rC a rd * C ard . Surrender
c ou p on at time o f purchase. C o u p o n has no cash
value, and may not be com b in ed <vith any
co u p o n , discount. Value R ig h t package o r
_________
vision care plan Limit on e co u p o n per purchase
* T .. T
See optician for details. V oid w h ere prohibited
^ S t0 fV d W c 3

CAMELOT
SAVE $3 OFF A C D
H ere’s music to your ears... save $3 on one regu
larly priced Com pact Disc at $6.99 or m ore when
you use your MasterCard® Card. Lim it two $3
discounts per coupon, per purchase. Lim it one $3
discount per box set purchase. Offer N ot Valid
W ithout This C oupon. C O U P O N # 3 3 6
O ffer and coupon valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 /3 1 /9 5 . Offer
valid only on purchases using a M asterC ard* Card.
Surrender coupon at tim e o f purchase. Coupon
has n o cash redemption value. O ffer void where
prohibited, taxed or restneted. C o u p o n may not
be combined with any other discount. Discount
| .
n ot to exceed $ 6 per cou p on C ou p o n n ot
a a . .
valid o n sale merchandise
^ «S te rV a lU ^

Box of firE
COLUMBIA
A Division o f S on y M usic Entertainm ent, Inc.

SAVE 25%
Save 25% o ff the regular price o f the Aerosmith
collection, featuring all the original Colum bia
albums. B O X O F F IR E includes a previouslyunreleased, 5-track bonus disc o f Aero-rarities and
hard-to-find gems including "Subway" "C ircle Jerk"
and more! Order now and get 12 C D s for $89.99.
Call 1 -8 0 0 -3 2 2 -3 4 1 2 and ask for the C O L L E G E
MasterValues« O ffer. O ffer valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 5 . Offer
valid only on purchases using a M asterC ard * Card
and w hen the C O L L E G E MasterValues® offer
is m en u on ed Offer m ay nut be com bined
with any other discount Shipping and handling
$ 3 .5 0 per purchase l imit on e discou n t per
purchase Sales tax applicable Void where prohibited

€> /9 9 5 M a sterC ard International Imorjtorated

1 0 1 ONTCLARION

T W E E D S
SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN’S APPAREL
Sim plicity, comfort and style... that’s Tw eeds.
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. Call
1-8 0 0 -9 9 9 -7 9 9 7 and receive a F R E E catalog with
our latest styles. Place your order and save $ 1 0 on
any purchase o f $50 o r m ore when you use your
MasterCard® Card and m ention the C O L L E G E
MasterValues* offer # C 3 W A .
O ffer valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 5 . O ffer valid only
o n purchases using a M asterC ard * C ard and when
th e C O L L E G E M asterValues* offer # C 3 W A is
m entioned. Offer void where prohibited, taxed,
o r restneted. C oupon n u y n ot be com bined
w ith any oth er coupon or discount. Shipping and
handling are extra. Limit one d iscou n t per purchase.

^tetaValuei

/IRRAKVED
SAVE UP TO $140
Y our college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake
you’ll always treasure. Save $ 3 5 on 10K gold, $ 7 0
on 14K gold or $140 on 18K gold. Call
1 -8 0 0 -9 5 2 -7 0 0 2 for more details. Mention
offer # 9 5 0 1 .
O ffer valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 / 3 1 /9 5 O ffer valid only
, a M as te rC a rd * C a rd and when offer # 9 5 0 1 is
m en tion ed . C o u p o n may not be com b in ed with
any o th er co u p o n o r discount. Shipping and
handling are extra. Limit one discount p er
purchase. S o m e restrictions apply. V oid w h ere
prohibited.

TI

Invest in your future and stay on top o f current
developments with The Wall StreetJournal. For
a lim ited time only, use your MasterCard* Card
and pay just $23 for a 1 2 -w e e k subscription
to the nation’s leading business publication.
T o take advantage o f this special offer, call
1-8 0 0 -3 4 8 -3 5 5 5 and please refer to source
key 7 5 N Y .
O ffer valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 5 . O ffer valid
o n ly on purchases using a M asterC ard * C ard
and w hen sou rce key 7 5 N Y is m en tion ed .
Lim it on e subscnption discount p er person.
V o id w h ere prohibited.

^festertblueï

'v'fctefVSkiei
WA ■ NI t

R u n into Herman's and save. Take 20% o ff your
n ext purchase o f regular priced merchandise when
you use your MasterCard* Card. Find everything
you need at Herman’s...W e Are Sports* O ffer
excludes certain merchandise. Coupon R equired.
O ffer and cou p on valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 5 . Offer valid on ly o n pu r
chases using a M asterCard* C ard . Surrender coupon at time o f purchase
O ffer excludes CrossW alk Plus. C a rd io -G lid e, all golf balls, select pro
clubs, select P rin ce, Wilson, H ead . P ro -K e n n e x and Ektelon rackets,
select N ik e and R eeb ok Prestige p ro d u ct. Fila, T cva, C on v erse L .J.,
Asics 2001 and Rollcrblade fo otw ear. T eam Division m erchandise,
h u n tin g and fishing licenses, eq u ip m en t services,
h o m e delivery and gift certificates. O ffer may
n o t be com b in ed with any o th er discou n t
o r p ro m o tio n Linut one cou p on per
purchase. I ou p on valid jt any H erm an 's
A i k ””
location SP< #<>5 Void w here proh ib ited
«M E rV a iU ^

O ffer valid 8 / 1 5 /9 5 t o 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 5 . O ffer valid only
o n purchases using a M asterC ard * C ard and when
the #15M C SK I is m en tio n ed . Details on
skier discounts bsted in 9 5 / 9 6 "Savings Guide"
included with each m em b ersh ip . Hours: M on-Fn.
9 a.m . to 4 p.m. M tn tim e. V o id where prohibited.

ilfo i
IcTVdiV*'

M OTO PH O TO

GET ONE VIDEO FREE
W HEN YOU BU Y THREE
Video values just for you! En joy a full selection o f
top-quality videos at discount prices. All videos
are priced at $9.95 or less and are 100% satisfaction
guaranteed. A ct now and get o ne video FR EE
when you buy three and use your MasterCard*
Card. Call 1 -8 0 0 -5 5 1 -0 2 6 2 for your F R E E cata
log and ask for the C O L L E G E MasterValues*
offer # 1 0 8 1 -5 9 9 9 .
Offer valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 /3 1 /9 5 . O ffer V4hd only
on purchases using a MasterCard® C ard and w hen
the C O L L E G E M asterV alues* offer # 1 0 8 1 - 5 9 9 9 /
is m en tion ed . O ffer m ay not be com b in ed with
any oth er offer o r discount. Offer valid fo r U .S .
residents on ly . V o id w here prohibited.

'

for Windows

SAVE 40% ON WINDOWS
W ORD PROCESSOR
W ordExpress makes it easy to create great looking
reports, term papers, essays and m ore. T op o f the
line feature set, fast and easy to use. Includes profes
sionally designed Resume Tem plates. Only $29.95
when you use your MasterCard® Card and m ention
offer W X O - M C . T o order, call 1 -8 0 0 -9 9 8 -4 5 5 5 .
Visit Us O n T h e World W ide W eb At
http://delta.com/microv/home
Offer valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 /3 1 /9 5 O ffer valid
only on purchases using a M asterCard* C a rd
and w hen offer W X O - M C is mentioned.
Shipping and handling are additional. L im it
one discount p er purchase Void where p roh ib ited

50% OFF FILM PROCESSING
Hold on to the good times and your m on ey , too.
Take 50% o ff the regular price of processing and
printing on the first set o f prints at M o to P h o to ,
when you use y ou r MasterCard* Card. Call
1 -8 0 0 -7 3 3 -6 6 8 6 for the location nearest you.
Limit 1. Offer N o t Valid W ithout T h is C oupon.
O ffer and coupon valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 /3 1 /9 5 . Cash red em p tio n value
1 / 2 0 * Offer valid on ly o n purchases using a M asterC ard* Cainl. Surrender
c ou p on at time o f p u rch ase. Lim it on e coupon per p u rch ase. C an n ot
be combined with an y o th e r offers o r discounts.
M o to P h o to Club M em b ers are entitled to take
10% off the coupon p rice . O ffer valid on C -41
process, 35 mm film , and standard size pnnts
only Offer valid at p articip atin g stores only
V oid where prohibited.
' V« S t e r t f o W e ‘>

THE SHARPER IMAGE

w o r d e x pr e ss

SAVE 20%

Jo in for only $ 1 5 , instead o f the regular $ 6 0 annual
membership. T h e n enjoy FR EE lift tickets and savings
up to 50% on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for
skiers/snowboarders. Call 1 -8 0 0 -8 0 0 -2 S K I (2754) to
jo in or for details and specials in your favorite areas
and mention offer # 15M C SK I. Plus look for us on the
internet at U R L http://www.skicard.com/skicard

i purchases using

THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTION

JOIN AND SAVE $45

^*C oll«a« J«w#lry

T p c*^
*“ SI6fV altr-:5

SAVE 15% O N YOUR N E X T
PURCHASE OF $75 OR M O R E
Shopping is easy at A m enca’s premier specialty
retailer o f gift, fitness, recreational, travel, apparel
and more. Save 15% on a purchase o f $ 7 5 o r more
when you shop at any o f our 75 store locations or
by mail order. C all 1 -8 0 0 -3 4 4 -4 4 4 4 , 2 4 hours a
day, 7 days a w eek, to find the store nearest you or
for a FREE catalog. C o u p o n Required O ffer and co u p o n
valid 8 / 1 5 / 9 5 to 1 2 / 3 1 / 9 5 O ffer valid only on purchases using a
M asterC ard* Card. T h e r e a rc a limited number o f item s to w h ich this
offer docs not apply M ay n o t be com bined with Freq u en t b u y e rs 1*
P rogram , Pnce M atch in g P o licy , auction purihases, o r o th e r discounts
o r promouom Not valid on purchase o f gift certificates
^ -ru i cs~r
or on previous purchases. T h e discount is applicable
to. and the minimum purchase based o n current
f
M
j k
>>
merchandise pntes o n ly , and excludes tax,
l
U fflS n ggfc"
)
shipping jnd tax on shipping V oid where
prohibited
P O S C O D E : 1.
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Back to School Bash a Great Success
by Svetlana Chetuyavsky a n d E rica Duncan
On September 6,1995, several of the
Class One, Two, Three and Four organi
zations of the Student Government Asso
ciation (SGA), came together in the Stu
dent Center Quad to show the incoming
students their missions is at MSI I. There
was a turn out of about 150 students.
The Class One organizations partici
pating were the Conservation Club, Stu
dent Intramural and Leisure Council
(SILC), and La Campana. T h e Conser
vation Club has activities such as hiking
trips and picnics. They also have a nature
preservation campaign and an adopt a
highway plan. The Conservation Club is
responsible for the campus recycling pro
gram. Recyclables are collected in the
Student C enter and other office build
ings on campus.
The Student Intramural and Leisure
Council (S IL C ) operates in conjunction
with the Department of Cam pus Recre
ation. This class one organization gives
the students of MSU a chance to partici
pate in physical fitness activities, includ
ing aerobics, weight training, basketball
and many m o re .
The school yearbook, L a Campana,
gives all undergraduate students the op
portunity to depict college life through
art work and photography.
The Organization for Students for Af
rican Unity (OSAU), took charge of ex
posing all students to the positive social,
cultural, and educational impact of the
Black Experience. Along with the parties
they have on campus, they also sponsor
cultural activities, a KITABII (a library
on black culture located in their office),
KWANZAA, Black History Month, achoir
and a student produced newsletter.

TheClassThreeorganizations present
were the W om en’s Student Organization
(WSO), Asian Student Organization, Chi
Alpha Christian Fellowship and the Jew
ish Student Organization. T h e WSO
presents lectures on women’s issues in
health care, finance management and
women’s rights protection.' f he WSO has
meetings every'' I’uesday at two o ’clock in
the Student C enter Room 420.
The Asian Student Organization is
open tostudents regardlessof theirorigin.
T hey have meetingsand discussions about
different Asian cultures and traditions. In
October they will be celebrating Asian
Heritage Week; Each day a different
culture will be featured.
TheChi Alpha Christian Fellowship is
a religious organization open to both be
lievers and non-believers. 'They org
anize small groups of students in Bible
studies. According to Uendor Rodriguez
of the Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship,
“they arc a community of students who
desire to express our relationship with
Jesus Christ to the campus and to call
others to discover this relationship.” Chi
Alpha
also sponsors movies, pizza
parties,
picnics and trips to a
variety of places.
T he Jewish Student Club is located on
the fourth floor of the Student Center.
Along with the usual parties, they also
have celebrations of religious holidays,
and raise money for charities such as the
United Jewish Appeal. They also provide
services for Jewish students on and off
campus.
There are many othcrorganizations on
campus. If you would like to learn more
about the other organizations, you can
contact the SGA office in the Student
Center Annex room 103.

Conservation Club members at their table during the B ack to School Bash.

Carribean Student Organization enjoying the sunshineduring the Back to School Bash

First week of school opens with a bang
by Erica D uncan
From Septem ber 2nd through the 9th,
many different activities took place on
campus as a part of Welcome Back Week.
The activities ranged from Virtual Reality
to volleyball. T h e vast number of events
proved to be enjoyable for all who at
tended.
The activities were co-sponsored by
the Student Government Association
(SGA), Residents Hall Association ( RI IA),
the College Life Union Board (CLUB),
and Class O ne Concerts (C 1C ).

Francois Dauder, President of the SGA,
stated that the role that the SGA played in
Welcome Back week was the “publicity
for the events...” and other activities as
well. The SGA assisted in Freshman
Convocation with the help of C L U B and
Student Activities. T he SGA also con
tributed to the success of the Back to
School Bash that was held on September
6.
Volleyball and Karaoke was sponsored
by RHA. The volleyball game was held in
front of Freeman Residence Hall on Sun
day the third. Karaoke was held in the

Blanton /Bohn Quad that evening. Susy
Carella, President of RFIA, stated that
approximately “15 0 students participated
in the activities between the volleyball
and the karaoke.”
T h e Virtual Reality show was delayed
from the fifth to the eleventh due to an
accident When virtual reality didmeome
to campus, it was a success. Two people
would play simultaneously, enablingthem
to com pete againsy each other. Sam
Daniel, a worker for the Kramer Agency,
Inc., the company that brought the game,
called the format o f the gam e “ a

modern day tag.” T h e cost to the student
was one dollar for five minutes. Some of
the students who tried the Virtual Re
ality Show' stated that it was fun but the
graphics could h ave been b e tte r.
Virtual Reality was brought to us via
CLU B.
C 1C brought us three bands for W el
come Back Week. They were Two Skinny
Jays, Passion G re e n and B lu e
Channel. Between fifty and sixty stu
dents cam e out. T h e majority of
the students showed up for Blue Chan
nel.

M O N K I ARION
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Dear Career Services
T h e following arc the answers to
some of the most commonly asked ques
tions to Career Services. If you have any
questionsofyourown, please send them
to the Career Services office.
Dear Career Services,
Q:
I have been offered a job offer
by a company contengient on my pass
ing a drug test. Is this a common prac
tice?
A:
Due to the high absenteeism
rates and losses in productivity, drug
screening is becoming a common pro
cedure among many organizations, par
ticularly the well-known and large ones.
From studiesdonc ofemployment prac

tices, it has been found that each year
more and more employers implement
drug screening programs.
Not only Is drug screening performed
for current employees within a company,
but also for its applicants and new hires.
T he test can be administered before an
offer is made or after the individual re
ports to work. Generally, applicants are
given a little advanced notice while cur
rent employees may be given none. A
urinanalysis is normally the principal
screening test, though questions may also
be asked about current or previous drug
use. There is a high probability that at
some time duringyourjob search you will
be asked to submit to drug testing.

C areer Se/vices
Dear Career Services,
Q:
I am a junior accounting major.
My friend, a senior accounting major, says
that if I don’t have a 3.5 G.P.A. I won’t
even be interviewed by the public ac
counting firms. Is she right?
A:
The public accounting firms do
take grades into account. Research has
proven that grades are valid indicators of
job performance ifwork in class is similar to
work performed on the job. Therefore, for
accounting students, grades arc important
indicators of success in the workplace.
But they arc not the entire story. If they
were, then students would send their tran

scripts and the firms would hire those
with the highest G PA ’s. Firms arc
hiring future managers. They seek
students with superior communication
skills, related workexpcriencc, involve
ment in extra-curricular and commu
nity activities and evidence of leader
ship potential. Those students who
have supported themselves through
college and balanced school and work,
impress the firms as being individuals
who reach theirgoals and set priorities.
I know of firms who have hired
students with 2.8 G P A ’s, but other
elements in their background, which I
mentioned above, strongly recom
mended them.

Vote for the best and the worst of M SU Faculty
Registration for the Spring
of 1996 is from October 16- Major
Novem ber 3. Wouldn't it be
nice to know which professors Best faculty in major
to take and which ones not to?
We iere at the Montclairon
Comments
think that it is your right to
know.
O .. .................

Please nominate the best
and the worst o f the faculty
within your major. It is as easy
as filling out this ballot and
placing It in any one o f the
drop off boxes around cam 
pus.
Drop-off boxes are located
in all o f the Residence Halls,
the Student Center, Dickson
Hall (formally the B building
and the New Academic build
ing) and College Hall.
L e t your voice be heard.
Vote or the professor within
your major that makes you
want to take him/her over and
over again.
Please vote for only theh
professors within the depart
ment o f your major.
L e t your opinion he heard.

....

Worst faculty in major
Comments

Name
Your name will be used for verification purposes only, It will not be printed and it will remain confidential.
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UNDER NEW M ANAG EM ENT

CA M PA N A
Needs Creative Minds for the Yearbook Staff

NEXT MEETING
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 18TH
4:30 PM in R oom 111 S.C. A nnex or
call anytim e x4346.

JOIN US, WE’RE COOL!
HA, HA, HA

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny talent
of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way o f your A, Revive with Vivarin®.
One ta b le t has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
v iv a r in ;
And it's just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.
¡«•<»11»**"'
if- --»
iM Q Q E

Baecham

©1995 & t 3 c o n s u m e r Healthcare

Use only as directed.

Revive with Vivarin!
M O N TC LAR ÍO N
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h\ Rifti Rronttenkan
Have you heard from President
Clinton yet? You should have. I did! 1
pot
a
reply
from
the
nutompnrffier@fchitelwuse.gfru.
Bill is a
little busy these days, with Bosnia and
Whitewater. If you sent email to people,
then you probably received mail from
somebody! I ,c t’s look at how those
messages work.
When you logon to the system it tells
you, “You have (a certain number of)
new messages." $ mail <cnter> MAIL>
dir<cnter>. T h e directory of all your
new mail appears on screen. T h e oldest
message is first and the most recent is the
highest number. If you hit the enter key,
message number one will display. Ifyou
wish to read a particular message first—
like the one that says it’s from Cindy
Crawford or Keanu Reeves enter that
number. MAIL>6<enter(number6from
you-know-whom is now displayed. Keep
hitting <cnter> to scroll through the en
tire message, if number six is your last
message and you hit enter when you
finish reading it, it will say “no more
messages.". T o read out of order, choose
the number of the message.)
Once you have read or selected a
message number and then exited from
the MAIL> back to the $ then that mail
becomes old mail. You can view it with
the select mail command. MAIL> se
lect mail <entcr> (It tells you “(number
of) messages selected." Thisisallofvour
old mail.) MAIL>dir<enter> (Displays
directory of old mail inthe order thatyou
read it.) MAIL>8<enter> (Displaysold
mail message number 8).
T o get out of old mail/select mail:
MAIL>exit<enter> $ (you may now

So, what else can you do with this email
stuff? Mailing lists. What’s that? T here
arc two types of mailing lists: an active list
is a group of people interested in a particu
lar topic who participate in an ongoing
discussion via email. Everyone who is a
subscriber can post (send email) to the
group. All posts arc sent to all members.
Posts from the list can be sent as they
com e in to each subscriber or bundled
together in what is called a digest. Digest
cuts down on the volume filing your mail
box and you can read a bunch of posts
together.
T he second type is a passive list. You
subscribe to someone’s column, class or
information service. Subscribers cannot
post comments to the list. You may, of
course, send comments to the moderator
or list for subscribers to comment among
themselves. T h e list owner may or may
not participate in this activity.
What kind of list topics arc there?
Everything and anything. You name it,
there’s a list for it no matter how obscure.
A list subscription is not written in stone.
You may un-subscribe at any time. When
you first subscribe, you will receive in
structions and a list of rules. Keep them.
project.
Need a good laugh? Who doesn’t?
What is my email address? You full
in tern et
em ail
address * in Subscribe to the I lumor-List. Moderator
useniiiine@alphti.moritclair.efiu. Anyone Christopher Kline runs this passive list
emailing you from outside the same sys out ofCornell University. It’s light on the
tem must use the full internet address. volume and provides a touch of humor at
Have some
Locally, which means within the Alpha just the right moments.
node, you can just type in the username. hilarious items to share? Email Chris
T O : username or TO: alpha "username privately after subscribing and you can
(that’s two colon marks in the middle). discuss it. Contributions do appear on
T o find out your email address, in case HUM OR-L.
How to subscribe: send email to
you forget: $ menu<enter>. T h en menu
( T h a t ’s
displays. Choose MA to see your full listp ro c@ co rn ell.ed u
internet address. Choose IIA to see the PO N Y% ”listproc@cornell.edu” ). Leave
subject blank. Body of message: sub
host address.

I ,()<cntcr> (log off the system) or mail
<entcr> to return to your new mail.
't'ou have probably figured out by now
that it won’t take long to have more mail
than you can handle. You don’t need to
save it all. You cannot save it all. Each
username gets a certain quantity of disk
space for saving on the system. Exceed
your quota and any new mail sent to you
may bounce back to the sender. You
won’t be able to compose any new outgo
ing mail either, since there’s no room. I
speak from experience. Solution: De
lete. MAIL>dcl 1,3,6,9 (Deletes mes
sage number specified. Make sure there
is a space between “del” and the first
num ber, co m m as b etw een noneonsectutive numbers, and no punctua
tion at the end.) MAIL>del 4-12 (De
letes 4-12 inclusive.) It’s easier than
cleaning your room.
R EM EM B ER : To open your Alpha
email account you must know your PIN
number. Forgot? Go to the Registrar.
T hen go to any computer lab and the lab
assistant will help you, if you're stuck.
IDo not head for Jim Byrne’s office to sign
up for email. This is a do-it-yourself

scribe IIIJM O R-I. first name last name
(you put your real first name and last
nam e.) C T R L + Z to send it off. Easier
than falling off a log.
T h e hot topic in America right now is
the Internet! T h e Internet has been
defined as simply “...a bunch of com
puter networks all connected together.
Several million computers all over the
world are connected to those networks...”
(John R. YjC\\nc, M ore Internet fo r Dum
m ies). You are one of several million.
And where is the Internet? Right be
hind your computer screen, in between
the dust bunnies. This ¡san overwhelm
ing topic, but somebody’s got to do it.
Fortunately, it isn’t me. A notice about
a free internet class done through email
cam e past me just in time for you to
c h e c k it out.
Send em ail to
Spectrum@PacificNet.Net and you are
automatically enrol led. The enrollment
deadline isSeptember 29th. There is no
requirement of doing any assignments.
You just receive your email and read it at
your leisure. T here should be an oppor
tunity for questions. Where else can you
take a course, not have to do homework,
not have to go to class, and no tuition and
book bills?
I’m trying to give the super staff that
keeps us on-line enough lead time to
prepare for the net-surfing that’s going
to take place here. N ext week is serious
web time. T h ey ’re waxing down the
surfboards as we speak.
I ,ast but not least, my sincerest apolo
gies to Jim Byrne. 1 inadvertently
changed not only his job title, but also
his department. Fortunately, at a click
of the mouse button lie’s bac!>. to being
the Director of Information Services.
C U L 8R .

). & LAM BDA TAU O M EG A
PRESEN TS
O SAMBA!
DANCE T H E A T E R
MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM
SEPTEMBER 15, 1995
8:00 P.M.
PRICE: $2.00 PER PERSON
LASO IS A CLASS I OF THE SGA
M ONTCLARIQN
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Campus Calendar
09/14/95:
Chi Alpha Christian
Fcllowshipmeeting7:30p.m.-9:30p.m.
StndentCcnterRm . 411. Every Tliursday.
I’arty sponsored by Lambda T heta
Phi at rhe duh "Tropical". 52 Garden
Street, Passaic. Any questions call 6554811 or (201 >472-288«
I ,atin Month Flag RaisingCercmony
followed by an opening reception in
Dickson Hall Rm. 178 Starts at 4:00
p.m.
PickupyourcopyofthcMontclarion!
While you're at it, pick up one for your
friend also!
09/15/95:
M en s Soccer plays
against Kean College at home at 8:00
p.m.
Lamda Fau Omega in C oSponsorship with LASO: A Brazilian
Dance Troop in Memorial Auditorium
at 7:p.m . until 9:p.m. $2.00 a ticket. For
tickets in advance, you can contact any
of the sisters or a member of LASO.

Sisters work hard to educate
entire campus community

09/16/95:
W om en's
I ennis
match against West ( Connecticut at 2:00
p in.
Balancing T w o Worlds: Forg
ing an Indian American Identity. Student Center Ballroom from 9:00 a.m.
until 6:30 p.m. Admission is free.

by Jessica Nunez

09/18/95:
L e c tu re on L atin o
Em pow erm ent with speaker Jose
Ramon Sanchez, Associate Professor of
Political Science at Long Island l Jniversity. B-Building Rm. 178 at 7:00p.m.

Montclair

Sigma Psi Phi Sorority Ine. is a
multicultural, community service based
organization.Established in 1990, this
soroity was chartered on April 24, 1991.
Originally composed of nineteen
f o u n d i n g

m others

09/19/95:
Movie: Like Water
For Chocolate. Refreshments will be
served. Dickson I tail in the Brand I .ecturc Room at 7:00 p.m.. Sponsored by
LASO.
09/20/95:
Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship is having an Athletes for
Christ Meeting in Panzer Gym Rm.
104B from 7:00 a.m .-8:00 a.m.

at

State Universityand Jersey
C ity
State

Col l e ge ,

have serviced our community in many
different ways.Among many of their
activitities, they have donated time to St.
Anne’s Home for the Elderly, organized
sex and AIDS lectures on campus, spon
sored chil
dren from
d is a d v a n -

Sigm a Psi P hi strives fo r
ra cia l unity. Its' goal is to
educate members o f the d i
verse cultures on cam pus.

Sigma Psi Phi
strives for ra
cial unity. Its'
goal is to edu
cate members of the diverse cultures on
campus.
T h e colors of Sigma Psi Phi are silver,
black and white, and their mascot is the
female knight, the Baroness.
Sigma Psi Phi is one of the newest
sororities on campus. In the five years
that they have been in existence, they

Players is having a Cabaret Night
with an open mike at 7:00 p.m. in the
Student Center Ratt. fo r more information call 655-5159.

a

g

e

d

hom es in
C o lo m bia
and have
done many
otherthings
to help the
n eigh b o r 

ing communities.
If you are interested in becoming one
of their sisters, they will be holding inter
est groups on September 25 at 7:30pm
and September 28 at 5:00pm (location to
be announced). Membership is open to
all women regardless of race, creed, color
or religion.

OPEN 7 DAYS!
BBS# 201-792-7578

The
W holesale
Art Sup ply Com pany
& C ustom Fram ing
1- 800- 79A R T I S T

CALL FOR FRKE DISK!

2 5 6 F IR S T S T R E E T H O B O K E N (C O R N E R 1 S T & W IL L O W )

Philosophy and Religion
Club Meeting
T h ursday, S e p te m b e r 14, 1995
2 p.m .
R o o m 4 3 0 , D ickson H a ll
(th e d e p a r tm e n ta l s e m in a r ro o m )
The meeting will feature a
four-hour bagpipe concert
followed by the distribution
o f crisp, freshly m inted $ IOO
bills to a ll who attend.

EVERYTHING FOR THE ARTIST
20-60% OFF EVERYDAY
Custom Framing
Art Supplies

Custom Printing
Children’s Gifts

R EC EIV E OUR SALE FLY E R S F R E E ! CALL NOW!
BACK T O SC H O O L SA L E !
IN Q U IR E A B O U T OUR BU L K PU RC H A SE PROGRAM

N O W
•Food Servers*
•Hosts/Hostesses*

H IR IN G S !»
*Opera Singers*
»All Kitchen Positions*

F u ll a n d P a r t T im e . W e o f f e r e x c e l l e n t
b e n e f it s

( H e a l t h a n d D e n t a l ) , f l e x ib l e h o u r s

A N D PAID V A C A T IO N S . T U I T I O N A S S IS T A N C E .
A p p l y in p e r s o n D a il y b e t w e e n

3P M - 5 p m .

Romano’s Macaroni Grill
138 Rt. 10 West, East Hanover
W
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INTRODUCTORY

GET TAN!
-

a iUte.

1
FREE SESSION
NO OBLIGATION
OFFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

A àeaißtemiesie. Sedati -

Sunspot

withe purchase o f a 5 session package
unused visits expire 3 0 days from date o f purchase

OFFER EXPIRES I0 /I/9 S

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

3

BED
SESSIONS
FOR

(Just South of
Witlowbrook Mall)

unused visits expire
10 days from date o f purchase

OFFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

HOURS: Mon-Fri I0 a m -9 p m • Sat I 0 am-5 pm • Sun 10 am-3:30 pm

•Hex-Stand-Up Tanning
•Extra W ide Bed Tanning
•Jetson-Face Tanning

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

FREE SESSIONS

TANNING

# 2 5 6 - 5 6 0 5

FIRST VISIT ONLY

2

RIVERSIDE PLAZA • I RT. 23 SOUTH • LITTLE FALLS, Nj 07424

t y e a t u /U

•

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

r t C f:

•Excellent Bulb Maintenance
•Towels Provided
•Eye Wear Provided

•Ultra Clean
•Full line of tanning aids
•AIR CONDITIONED

IFREE SESSIONS
withe purchase o f any 10 session package
| unused visits expire 6 0 days from date o f purchase

OFFER EXPIRES 10/1/95

ONE COUPON PER PERSON

Serving M .S .U . since 1950
Sunday
S e p te m b e r 17
M asses
11 am D ick so n
6:30 pm
Stu d ent C e n te r

M onday
Sep tem b er 18

W ednesday
S e p te m b e r 20

Confirm ation
Program begins
8 to 10 pm
Newman C en ter

W ELCO M E BARBECUE
4 to 7 pm
N ew m an C enter
Rsvp: 746-2323

T h e N ew m an C ath o lic C en ter, your “hom e away from hom e,” is located
adjacent to the cam pus at 8 9 4 Valley R oad just down the stairs from the
Advising Center. S to p by to ch eck out flyers for our planned activities.
Fath er Art Humphrey, C atholic Chaplain/Campus M inister
M ary Lou V inges, Adm inistrative Assistant/Secretary
Young Adult M inisters: R a n e e Cam posano, C h ristine C utti, Linda Palm er, C hristian R ieh le, Carly
Kennedy, David L in d n er, Brian Vigorito
Sponsored In th e Hom an Catholic A rchdiocese o f N e w a rk-( Chartered as a Class 111 Organization o f th e S.O.A., Inc.
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Do You Want To Impose Your Musical Views
On The Weak Minded?
Do You Want to Be Another Howard Stern?

i

'

i

Become a WMSC DJ , i t ’s fun, safe, and very educational.
Come down and visit us. W e ’re located in the Class One hallway
of the Student Center Anne*. Room 110 to be exact. Join today!
V

^

r

(

9 0 .3 7 H C

Tvmse
p

>

y

E S r 1995

*

Main O ffice................ (201)655-4257
Request line..................(201)655-4256
Public Relations Office...(201)655-5430
Music O ffice............... (201)655-7466
Fax-line......... ................ (201)655-7433

&

- iiv

K .-

|
/ 'Y
^
,
1

g
90.3 WMSC-FM
ROOM 110 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX
MONTCLAIR STATE UNIVERSITY
UPPER MONTCLAIR, N.J. 07043

Who is eligible to becom e part of WMSC's staff?
All students of Montclair State University are eligible to becom e
members of WMSC, regardless of your major. You also do not
need any previous DJing, technical, or radio experience. That
is w hat the station is here for. However, any experience in
these areas you might already have is helpful.
Where is WMSC located on campus and how do I get involved?
WMSC's studios are located in room 110 in the Student Center
Annex (Building J). To get involved simply stop by the studios
a n d fill o u f an application schedule form. You will be enrolled
in o u f training program and be on your way to becom ing a DJ
You should also attend WMSC's general membership
meetings. Meeting times and locations will be posted on
campus in September.
M O M CLARION
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113 Student C enter Annex
U pper Montclair, NJ 07043
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Arrangements behind this year’s Back to School Jam underscore the need for
serious financial reform in the SGA. Last week we spoke in the abstract of the
need for students to know how their money is being spent by the SGA. This week
provided a concrete illustration.
T h e Back to School Jam was misleadingly represented as a co-sponsored event
by OSAU and Delta Sigma Theta. But according to SGA Treasurer Jane Loake,
their purchase requisition indicates that OSAU footed the entire bill for the event
with Class One funds.
Based upon the number of admissions, gate receipts totalled between $1,500 and
$3,000 depending on organization, student and non-student rates. Under SGA
rules, any such receipts must be remitted directly to the SGA Treasurer on the first
school-day after the event. T h e actual amount remitted by OSAU a day after the
deadline was $1,150.
When called on the discrepancy, OSAU revealed that they illegally shared the
money with Delta Sigma Theta, a Class Four organization, on the basis of an illegal
co-sponsorship. OSAU says that the $1,150 represents half the overall take. T h is
means that Delta Sigma Theta has illicitly been given $1,150 belonging to the SGA
without having invested a cent.
At the time of printing it is unclear how the SGA will respond to what has hap
pened. But it is clear that the SGA, OSAU and Delta Sigma Theta owe an ac
counting to the students on the following points: how, if the event was publicized
as a co-sponsorship, did the SGA fail to ensure that a proper contract was drawn?
Why is the SGA allowing OSAU to turn money in late? Why is SGA money going
to an event attended mostly by non-students? How can SGA money be illegally
transferred from a Class One to a Class Four with impunity? When will Delta
Sigma Theta return the money? Is anyone in the SGA paying attention?
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M ONTCLARIONM AILBAG
T K E flyers provoke outrage
Almost a year ago, the Greek Council
and the SGA punished Delta Kappa Psi
for their actions surrounding the “Con
federate Flag Flap.” However, no action
has been taken against Tail Kappa Epsi
lon (T K E ) for its rush flyers which their
fraternity allegedly distributed around
the MSIJ campus.
T h e Confederate flag’s capacity for
offense was clear to some, while it needed
to be explained to others. Conversely,
the offensive nature of the T K E flyer is
clear: a naked woman with the letters
T K E covering the area between her legs.
Granted, it is unclear who specifically
is responsible for the flyer. T K E has
apologized for the poster and claims that
it seems to be the product of individuals
in the organization, not the group as a
whole. At this writing, no judicial action
is being taken against the group for the
wrongdoings of individuals.
However, this was not the case last

year when whole fraternity was severely
punished for the acts of individuals when
their conduct was perceived as racist.
T K E ’s individuals have done something
which is plainly sexist and simply in bad
taste. However, they will not be subject to
disciplinary actions.
Are we then to assume that both the
SGA and the Greek Council takes racism
to be a more serious crime than sexism?
Both are equally undesirable in a commu
nity, but it seems that these organizations
don’t see that. This is reflected by their
inconsistency in the distribution of justice
in the two cases.
I'he president ofthc Women Student’s
Organization (WSO) requested that the
flyers be removed and expressed the
group’s displeasure with T K E ’s actions,
but did not want to pursue further disci
plinary action. However, as a member of
the WSO and as a woman, I feel that this
is not enough. More should be done.

People at MSLI have seen how the SGA
considers the acts of individuals in a group
as a reflection of the group as a whole in
the past. Now T K E should have to follow
that same standard. A written apology to
the WSO and all the women in our cam
pus community should be published in
The M ontdarion on the behalf of T K E.
Their product was rude, crude, and inap
propriate, and now they should have to
answer for it. I have to wonder how these
boys’ mothers, sisters, and girlfriends
would think about how honorable this
version of brotherhood would be if they
too were sent copies of the flyer.
The SGA and the Greek Council have
set a precedent, and now they must show
consistency. T o ignore this issue would
be an injustice to the women on this
campus, but more importantly, to the cam
pus community.
Barbara Leifer-Woods
Humanities

probably know nothing
about the internet) read the
article, or get a pile of mail
from pare nts who are afraid
of what their children
might see, they will get
the idea that serious legis
lation is needed. These laws would pose
a serious threat to free thinkers across the
planet. Think about that. If left alone,
anyone, anywhere, given the properequipment, can gain access to the world’s largest
and most comprehensive storehouse of
information. Think about all the lost
opportunities if we decide that it’s a dan
gerous thing just because of a few nude
pictures.
And if somebody decides to upload
nudcpicturesofTiffanv-AmberTheissen,
then so what? The interested parties
would have found them anyway. So what
if there are listings of bomb recipes? There
are probably books in our university li
brary that would yield the same informa
tion. No one proposes closing down li
braries. So what if there are some rude
individuals who prefer to make an art of
insulting someone they don’t know?
There are people like that on the streets
every day. No one talks about closing the
streets to everyone.
If you don’t have at least an e-mail
account, get one now. It is your key to
nearly limitless information. Lip to the
minute news and research from nearly
every field, from English to exobiology.
There are boards that consist of messages
from fans of Barney, and boards of mes
sages from people who believe he is the
antichrist.
How could we restrict the growth of
something that could be beneficial to ev-

eryone? It’s easy: plain old fashioned
American ignorance and refusal to accept
change. Why don’t we use the metric
system? Same answer. W e are con
demned by the short-sighted officials who
need an issue this month.
We can fix this. We can protect our
freedom of speech against the forces of
repression. We can insure that our chil
dren live in a free speech and open infor
mation society. E-mailyourcongressman
and senators, both of them. Make sure
that your future is not limited by men who
can’t set the time on their VCR.

Sittin Thinkin
A good friend of mine is afraid of the
internet. “It scares me. It’s too much, too
fast. I couldn't ever begin to find out
about it,” she said. It bothered me at the
time, knowingthatone of the more intel
ligent people I know is scared of some
thing she’s never actually experienced.
And it’s not that she’s technologically
illiterate; she can use computers, her an
swering machine, and fax machines.
Another friend believes the internet will
hasten the coming of the Apocalypse. I
think the root of their fear is that there has
been so much hype and propaganda about
the internet, that the facts have become
obscured and hard to reach.
T im e magazine recently ran a contro
versial report about sexually oriented in
formation and its availability on the
internet. It was based on a study that was
later shown to be conducted in a badly
biased manner. But the study was re
leased only to T im e for their article, and
not to the academic community at large,
who would be more inclined to scrutinize
the study for conceptual or procedural
errors. Time was willing to print a story
where the facts were in question and
generate hysteria in order to sell maga
zines. T im e’s actions are reprehensible,
although not unexpected. But the fear
and mistrust that article created may have
serious repercussions on the freedom of
speech in the future.
If senators and congressmen (who

G arda g rie f

reconsidered
Here’s a point that the Deadheads
may want to ponder, but, in all likelihood,
will find way too heavy to consider. I offer
a comparison of two individuals.
In the final days before he d ied, Mickey
Mantle found the strength, wisdom, and
maturity to be open with the public about
his alcoholism, the way he neglected his
family, and bow the lifestyle he led prob
ably caused his death. In the end, he was
able to say, “D on't be like me. I threw
away years of my career because of booze,
and hurt those I loved. Don't be like me.”
In the end, now that Jerry Garcia is
dead, wouldn’t it have been fitting if he
had done the same thing? And wouldn’t
it make a lot more sense for all his fans to
stop grieving and feeling s a d and start
feeling w^r/that because of his addictions
and alcoholism he has cheated them out
of another ten or maybe even twenty
years of great music? And wouldn’t it be
soberingto realize that heessentially killed
himself, like any common junkie?
Wouldn’t it have been great if Jerry
Garcia had left the same message as
Mantle: “Don’t be like me?”
But I suppose that wouldn’t sell many
tie-dye t-shirts.
Steve Starr
Psychology major
Wine is a mocker, strong drink is
raging: and whosoever is deceived
thereby is not wise.
- Provertrs

Bystander
by Anthony R. O'Donnell
As in the ease of the Confederate
Battle Flag, the now notorious T K E fly
ers don’t seem to have been visible long
enough for many of ns to see them, but
they created a sensation all the same.
Unlike the “ Flag Flap” ease, the ads
seem really to have deserved the oppro
brium: the frat boys involved should
have known better than to post a a pic
ture of a pin-up girl (woman? person?)
with the fraternity's letters emblazoned
across her crotch.
T he question lias accordingly been
raised of why EKE is not being disci
plined with the kind of severity meted
out to Delta Kappa Psi. Some have
argued that consistency requires it.
T he gist of the argument is that if we
issue of sexism as seriously as

we do racism wc wouldn’t hesitate to
lower the boom with equal force on
T K E . The unwillingness to do so be
trays an inconsistency that should be
corrected.
While we might agree that something
ought to be done about the offense, need
we accept tliat it must follow a bad pre
cedent? We may wonder in the first
place whether the gross indeee hey of the
flyers is best or most exhaustively cat
egorized as “sexism.” But more particu
larly wc should question the value of
m ere “consistency.”
It is in some sense unfair to treat one
fraternity more harshly than another.
B u t if Delta Kappa Psi was treated
wrongly in the first place, justice is not
served by doing the same to T K E .

M O N T O 'L A R K ) \
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Notes from the Left
by F ran k F/eisc/unan I I I
Jennifer I Iarbury is a prime example of the American
Dream made real. She was born and raised in a middleclass family and became a well-to-do lawyer after gradu
ating from I Iarvard.
T oday, I Iarbury is continuing an almost four-year
long protest in front of a Guatemalan military base,
sitting on a foam mattress, taking in only water and
electrolytes to keep herself alive. She is protesting the
Guatemalan military’s refusal to release details about
how her husband, a suspected guerilla leader, had died
in their custody. She also wants quicker results from a
United States governm ent investigation into her
husband’s alleged murderer, Colonel Raul Alpirez, who
had been on the Central Intelligence Agency’s payroll at
the time of her husband’s death as well as the death of
Michael DeVine, another American who ran a hotel in
Guatemala. I Iarbury wants to know why the1(AS. State
Department did nothing about her husband despite the
fact that they knew of Alpirez’ connection to the CIA and
his possible involvement in her husband’s death.
I Iarbury met her husband, Efraim Bamaca, in 1991
when she travelled to Guatemala to do human rights
work. T hey were married later that year and lived
together until I Iarbury returned to the United States to
visit her family. She never saw her husband again.
Bamaca disappeared sometime in 1992, only a few
months after the wedding. The Guatemalan govern
ment told I Iarbury that he had been killed during a
shootout between government troops and the guerilla
unit of which he was allegedly a member. T h e Guatema
lan government never produced any evidence to that
effect, though Bamaca did admit he knew people in the
resistance.
According to a preliminary investigation conducted
by Representative Robert Torricelli! D-NJ), Bamaca
was repeatedly tortured and finally killed under the

Rubino
by M ichael P. Rubino
Bill Bradley is hinting at an independent presidential
bid, touting the emergence of the “Third Party.” He is
retiring from the Senate by choosing not to seek reelecdon. Instead he will attempt to save American democ
racy. But who will save us from Bill Bradley?
Nothing Bradley has said or done reflects the charte
rer or substance that would separate his disposition from
bis political colleagues. The gentleman who first be
rim e famous for firing jump shots for the New York
Knieks is now attempting a resurgence by toying with a
un at the presidency.
During a recent appearance on C B S ’ “Sunday Edi
tion,” he said, “I’m trying to point out what is selfevident to millions o f people; that they are frustrated,
disaffected, and disconnected with the current political
process.” The profundity of this statement stuns me. At
the risk of sounding elementary, if Bradley believes this
to be self-evident, then why the need to point it out?
Bradley’s theme seem s to be that the American politi
cal system is broken and both parties are in a rut;
Democrats rely too much on bureaucracy and the public
sector; Republicans on business and the private sector,
yet neither relates to common people. Is it coincidental
that since Bradley’s party got trounced in the November
elections that he suddenly believes both parties to be in
.) rut? I Iis party is in the minority and is feeling the heat.
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One woman’s
long crusade
orders of Guatemalan Colonel Raul Alpirez, who had
had military training in the IJ.S-government funded
School of the Americas, which has had such distin
guished alumni as Manuel Noriega and Jose Alberto
Medrano, the “father” of the Latin American death
squads.
Although Torricelli had incurred the wrath of Repub
licans and threatened his seat on the I louse Intelligence
Committee by discussing the I Iarbury case in open
session, he did not go as far as he should have. He should
have joined Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan in stating
that the CIA should be abolished, in favor of something
cheaper, less persuasive, and more accountable to Con
gress.
It would be a mistake to believe that this case is an
isolated incident. Our country’s intelligence agencies
have been involved in Guatemala since the early 1950s,
beginning with a 1954 CIA-engineered coup against
Guatemalan President Jacobo Arbcnz, the democrati
cally-elected candidate that year who nationalized prop
erty belonging to the US-based United Fruit Company,
while offering them fair compensation. T he CIA helped
overthrow Arbcnz and ushered in the present right-wing
authoritarian government in Guatemala.
In light of this, it can be plainly seen that the I Iarbury
case is business as usual for our country’s unaccountable,
secretive intelligence agencies. It can also be plainly
seen that those agencies must be either reformed or
abolished for the sake of our own country’s allegiance to
its citizens and its principles.
Jennifer Harbury continues her vigil in Guatemala,
knowing that the life she had envisioned with her hus
band has been shattered by the repressive government
of Guatemala, and her own nation’s endorsement of this
government through silentcomplicity and financial back
ing.

B r a d le y ’s p olitical
m o tiv a tio n q u estio n ed
Despite Bradley’s contentions, the Republicans are en
gaged in nothing short of a revolution.
In fact, some of his rhetoric has sounded curiously like
trying to gain acceptance from the Republican constitu
ency. He wants to look at community institutions churches, synagogues, schools, community development
associations - where people spend most of their time and
energy and give money directly. He wants to move away
from bureaucratic layers and give directly to localities.
Bradley barely won the 1990 Senate race. He knows
his probability of winning again may be even slimmer.
Now he wants to go to the people and have them dictate
what they really want. What a revolutionary idea! Actu
ally talking to the people he represents.
He has proven himself, by virtue of his Senate voting
record, to be nothing less than a Clinton liberal. Ameri
cans for Democratic Action (a liberal think-tank) has
given him a roughly 90 percent liberal rating. He has
voted against the Balanced Budget Amendment, the
Family T ax Relief Bill, unfunded-mandate reform, and
regulatory reform. He even voted against the amend
ment banning immigration of people with AIDS.
“Dollar Bill” Bradley should just stick to what he
does best. President Clinton could appoint him as the
official commissioner of the midnight basketball pro
gram.

Signal to Noise
by Craig Klein

G ardner
M erchant B a g
Check Policies
E xa m in ed
Gardner Merchant, the University’s dining service,
has instituted a bag check policy angeringmanystudents
who feel the policy is unnecessary and inappropriate.
They have complained about the location of the bag
check and inadequate security. While Gardner Mer
chant is attempting to resolve those issues by moving the
bag check location outside of the cafeteria, the objection
to the bag check itself remains.
Paul Krouse, general manager of Gardner Merchant,
says the bag check exists to curb theft from the cafeteria.
However, some students feel that because they have
paid for the food and utensils in the first place, they have
the right to remove them from the cafeteria when they
wish.
Krouse says this is not the case. T h e food service has
limited money to spend on food. Therefore, they as
sume certain students will eat portioned amounts of
food. Further, not every student will eat all the meals he
or she pays for. Consequently, Gardner Merchant buys
in portions, not bulk, meaning that the food supply is
limited. When students remove food from the cafeteria,
they are in essence taking away food from another
student. When a student removed utensils from the
cafeteria, Gardner Merchant takes money from another
part of their budget to replace the items.
For example, Gardner Merchant may take a hundred
dollars away from their food budget to replace their
silverware. But in order to keep buying enough food,
they might take money away from their payroll, decreas
ing the amount of employees, resulting in an under
staffed cafeteria. If the budget strain becomes too great,
the food service will probably increase the prices. Nei
ther the dining service nor the students would wish for
this to happen.
As an on-campus resident, I sympathize with anyone
who feels inconvenienced by this policy. I often have
limited time to have a meal and that time is now short
ened because of the bag check. But what is the alterna
tive? High prices? If the students truly wish to take food
out of the cafeteria, then they will have to accept the
repercussions of their actions; not only for themselves,
but for every student living on campus. I can’t believe
any student would choose to pay even more money just
so they can take an apple or a knife from a cafeteria from
time to time.
The bag check policy is an inconvience, but so are
many other things students have to deal with. This isn’t
because the food service is a vicious, money-hoarding
business, but simply a business with practical demands
to meet. When you look at the situation from this
standpoint, I believe the bag check policy makes more
sense and fair, considering that the alternative could be
even more irritating.
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The Examined
Life
by Jean-M arie N avetta
Somewhere between the magnificent actingofShannon Faulkner on Oprah and the on\y slightly less realistic
Power Rangers, my Thursday afternoon I T fix was
interrupted by a special news report. T he official an
nouncement was released: Senator Bob Packwood of
Oregon had resigned.
Many were able to foresee this end; better to step
down w'ith as much dignity as he could feign rather than
be voted out by his peers who had reviewed 10,145 pages
of incriminating evidence (a total of 40 pounds of paper).
Packwood claimed that his resignation was “the honor
able thing to do" and that he saw it now as his “duty” to
resign, rather than force the Senate to call a vote which
would almost definitely result in his removal from office
after a quarter century of service.
Packwood, now 62, had been found guilty by the
Senate of sexually harassing 17 women, demonstrating a
habitual pattern of blatantly sexual advances on his
female co-workers. Additionally, he provided his es
tranged wife with a job to lower his alimony payments
and consequently tampered with bis diaries to prevent
the entries proving these crimes from being used as
evidence against him.
As Packwood steps down, it is necessary to examine

Native American
by Joseph Paternoster
This summer the Democrats celebrated the 30th
birthday of Medicare. There were cakes, parties, and
stories of what a wonderful system it is. However, the
Republicans will be giving a big gift to Medicare - a
complete facelift. And it’s coming just in time.
Any serious balanced budget debate must include
Medicare reform. Since its birth in 1965, the cost of
Medicare has been a concern, especially to the Repub
licans. However, the Democrats wanted to get the
program enacted and, according to former White House
aide Joseph A. Califano, Jr., “Our eyes were focused on
access. W e were not focused on costs.”
Sounds like the same credo of the Democrats today.
The cost of Medicare last year was $159.5 billion, and it
grows at an annual rate of 10-11 percent (in contrast to the
marketplace medical costs, which grow at 3 percent). By
all accounts, if this trend continues the program will be
bankrupt in ten years. T h e Republicans, though, arc
ready to change that.
T h e Republican plan will save $270 billion overseven
years by cutting projected spending. First, for the first
time there would be annual limits on the growth of
Medicare spending. From 1995 to 2002, average spendingforeach beneficiary would rise from $4,800 to$6,700,
or by 40 percent. Under current law, it would grow’ 67
percent to $8,000 in 2002 - provided the Treasurv cotdd
supply the money. T h ere is no cut in the benefit, just in
the rate of increase, which must be curtailed in order to
save the program.
Second, the government would pay a fixed amount to
a health care plan chosen by the beneficiary. Patients
would shop for the plan offering lowest cost and best
care, because they would receive a rebate for a plan
charging less than the government plan. Seniors will be
put into the competitive marketplace and will work to
save as they become more cost conscious of health care.
Currently, they have no stake in the cost of their plan.

Packwood misses the point
what the scene is as he exits Capitol Hill. I le was seen
embracing other senators, and it appeared as if this could
be a great and truly honorable way to end a career.
Packwood commented in an interview later that day that
he looks forward to a week or two on vacation, and then
a chance to start his new life. This will probably be fairly
easy for Packwood, who is retiring with a pension that
will provide him with $90,000 a year.
If convicted for his wrongdoings in court, Packwood
could receive 10-16 months in jail for the crimes. How
ever, it remains unclear if this course will be pursued.
Such a prospect, I would think, might make one a bit
more candid and apologetic about his actions. However,
when asked what his only regret was as he looked back
at hiscareer, Packwood commented that it was leavingat
the “very time when we (the Republicans) are going to
make decisions on the budget."
One doesn’t need to be a. PR person to recognize
Packwood’s final remarks as an attempt to save face.
Unfortunately, whether Packwood is in fact attempting
to save face or if he genuinely does not feel remorse for
the wrongful acts which have led to his forced resignation
(or even recognize these acts as wrong) is a fact which we
do not and probably will not know. One senator re-

marked that “T h is is as bad as it gets” with regard to the
events surrounding Packwood. I agree, although it may
not be for the same repsons.
In the shadow of those 40 pounds of evidence proving
his gross misconduct, Packwood could have admitted
that his acts were indeed wrong, making his case yet
another warning to others guilty o f such a crime that
taking liberties like these will no longer be tolerated.
Unfortunately, Packwood did not make this point.
Someone told me that the worst thing that Packwood
did was get careless, and that there are innumerable
others in government (and in society in general) who are
also guilty of the crime of sexual harassment; Packwood
happened togetunlucky-and to get caught. It is with this
point that I disagree. Packwood’s first mistake was even
assum ing that he had the right to commit such acts. Now
h e’s paying for it. And despite the book that lie suggests
he might write, and the prime time docu-drama that will
nodoubt follow attempting to justify his actions and clear
his name, Packwood will remain a marked man. In the
long run, Bob Packwood will not be remembered for
being a born leader or a master political strategist, but
rather for his crimes and his downfall. And in the end,
that’s the way it shou ld be.

GOP p la n w ill
save M edicare
Third, Medicare wotdd curb payments to doctors,
hospitals, and other suppliers of goods and services to
save $110 billion over seven years. T h e government
would no longer subsidize such things as the construc
tion of buildings, purchases of new'equipment, or gradu
ate medical education. Each time that the government
removes its involvement from these affairs, the costs to
all involved are lower, and the programs run better.
Lastly, the Republican plan would raise the premi
ums for elderly people with incomes over $75,000. Cur
rently all Medicare beneficiaries, except those with very
low' incomes, pay the same monthly premium of $46.10.
Those who earn more should pay more of their medical
bills; since, unlike taxes, Medicare is an entitlement.
The debate over Medicare reform is simple. The
Republicans have a plan to cut the growth of the program
so it can survive another thirty years and the Democrats
have a plan to scare America’s seniorcitizensand portray
the Republicans as mean-spirited. Yes, some seniors will
have to pay more, those who can afford to. Yes, seniors
w ill have to shop around for the best plan, as we all do.
But no senior will be left out in the cold - despite the
Democrats’ claims to the contrary. Some seniors will
resent the additional costs they will have to bear, and
there is no doubt that a huge war will be w'aged over the
fate of Medicare.
The bill is due and it has to be paid. T h e days of “We
were not focused on costs” are over. Without the
Republican reforms. Medicare will not be here in ten
years, let alone thirty. All the Democrats can think to do
is whine and cry. Their votes are not needed, and they
will be - once again - reduced to the role of bystanders
and defenders of the status quo. Medicare reform will be
passed this year, with or without them. The Republicans
are serious about balancing the budget, and are taking a
giant first step towards that goal. And the first step is
always the hardest one.
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Thought
Septem ber 1995...the time is defi
nitely flying! It doesn’t seem like it has
been so long since the spring semester,
but nonetheless, the clock has been
tickin’, and autumn is on deck. Wel
come to Free Music Thought, my space
wherein I offer my two cents on all
things rock and roll via commentary,
reviews, and interviews. This musical
genre is and will probably always be my
first love, and as such I seek to utilize
my fanship to inform and entertain you,
the reader. Since this is my first column
since May, I’ve got some catching up to
do, so prepare yourself for one those
“summer recap" pieces.
Maybe 1 wasa little too harsh depart
ment: Last semester I lambasted Kiss
forgoing on the road with a convention
that honors themselves and costs $100
to get into. Well, I ended up going to the
New York stop at Roseland and I’ve
since had a slight change of heart.
From a museum of memorabilia
(complete costumes spanning the entire makeu p era, aIbu m cover painti ngs,
vintage instrumentsandmore)toaquestion and answer session, and a two hour
all request acoustic performance, Kiss
really pulled out all the stops to make
the admission price worth it. Otherfeatures of this convention included
dealer’s tables, guitar and drum clinics
(done by non-original band members
Bruce Kulick and Eric Singer, respec
tively), and a wedding. Yes, a Kiss wed
ding, where the bride and groom were
in Kiss makeup and Paul Stanley and
Gene Simmons took part in the cer
emony.

by Ron M batiese

J

This Kiss holiday, which altogether
ran from noon to midnight, wascapped
off with the band signing autographs
and posing for pictures for two hours.
Video cameras were permitted as well,
and all attenders were given a nice size
convention program.
So yes, although Paul and Gene
have found yet another way to milk
the cash cow that is their band, they
also took care to reduce the sting of the
admission price, and gave everyone
her money’s worth. As a Kiss tan, I
think it was actually better to spend
money on something like this than a
modern day Kiss concert, for the
group’s live shows aren’t exactly what
they used to be.
That isn’t the really good Kiss news,
though. About halfway through this
tour, rumors began to run rampant that
Kiss was to film an MTV unplugged
special, and not only that but it would
feature original members Ace Freheley
and Peter Criss. Well, both rumors
were proven to be true as in early
August the group went before the cam
eras, and Ace and Peter were involved!
That’s right! For the first time since
November 27, 1979, all four original
Kiss members performed together on
a handful of songs, and the results
were reportedly amazing. You can see
for yourself, since MTV will be airing
this historic event on I Ialloween. On
the same night, the network plans to
air the group’s 1978 TV movie Kiss
Meets The Phantom. The release date
for the Kiss unplugged CD is Novem
ber 7.

Only the good die young? As every
one knows, singcr-songwritcr-ice cream
flavor inspircr Jerry Garcia passed on
this summer. It’s always sad when
someone dies, especially one who was
part of a phenomenon. Fans of the
Grateful Dead are upset, and I cer
tainly commiserate. But I feel two im
portant things arc being overlooked in
the wake of Garcia’s death.
For starters, everyone should re
member why he died. It's was no secret
that Jerry Garcia had more than his
share of harmful vices, and as it turned
out he was in over his head. T o glorify
him as a legend is wrong, he’s a victim.
Secondly, does the Grateriil Dead
really have to end? The band’s live
performances weren't exactly song ori
ented. They were more or less jam
sessions, background music to enjoy
while buyingcrafts and jewelry. I know
Garcia may be the one that started it all,
but it’s not like he was all there was to
the group’s sound. T he Dead are big
ger than any one member. T h e y ’ve
replaced members before why not bri ng
someone new into the fold who can
uphold the group’s “legacy?" I hon
estly feel that the group could continue
with anyone fronting them at this point.
Maybe someone should give Bob Dole
acall. Perhapseven Frank Fleischman...
This summer I became an official
Kinkophile! I xm glivcT hc Kinks! I've
always admired them from afar, and I
actually had a couple of albums in the
past, but now, in the middle of 1 9 9 5 ,1
have totally submerged myself in their
catalog. I guess I ’m a late bloomer, but
hey, I know they still have legions of
fans after thirty years, as proven by a
somewhat local Westlniry music fair
appearancein Julvand lastweek's Rock
and Roll I kill O f Fam e Concert perfor
mance. And you know what? they
should. The Kinks, from their British
Invasion era, through the “Lola” pe
riod, all the way up to “ Destroyer” and
forward are a great listen for fans of

Rock music. The songwriting of band
leader Ray Davies could be a course
study for music majors. For those who
want to hear for themselves why I am
fawning, I recommend the Kit/h'sGreat
est flits , on Rhino Records, and/or Com e
Dancing With The K inks, 1977-1986, on
the Arista label.

Paul Stanley, in action a t the Kiss Convention

Question of the Week:

Do you remember
how to get to
Never
Never Land?
lio li th e

h ii \

is cool!

Local Jersey Band MDT Releases CD
by Tam i M organ
M D T is a local, all original New Jer
sey band sure to please hard rock aficio
nados. ' Fh is three piece, progressive hard
rock band is a steadily working band,
which, in New Jersey is hard to find with
the trend for local music leaning toward
tribute and cover bands.
M D T stands for...many different
things. One guess from someone out
side the band has been, “My Dump
Truck.” I personally like to think it
stands for “Many Dig T am i,” but feel

free to come up with your own creative
version - they won't mind.
M DTare lead singerjohn Mendillo,
bassist, keyboardist and pedalist Lou
Weiss, and drummer Glenn Tartaglia.
The band has just released their first
CD titled M D T which includes the
songs,"We’ll MeetAgain," "Ohio Song,"
"That Was Yesterday," and "TheStand."
This summer the band was seen in
NYC at First and A, at the I lolidome in
Suffern, New York, at Knuckleheads in
Nyack, New York, and at T h e Ruins

Cafe in Lodi, N ew Jersey.
If you arc interested in checking out
M D T ’s CD, you can find it at Music
Merchant in I lasbrouck I leights. C om 
pact Disc World in Paramus, Music l nlim ited in Elm w ood Park, and at
Tapeville USA in the Nanuet Mall.
If you would like to be on the M D T
mailing list and receive the M D T news
letter with upcoming club dates, write
to: M DT, P.O. Box 11201, Fairfield,
N .J., 07004.

MD T from l to r Weiss, M endillo & Tartaglia
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by I '¡rtond Ctddes

I’ve been having post Labor Day
blues. I can't seem to get back into the
swing of things. Even writing has be
come a treacherous ordeal for me. Basi
cally, I'm not quite ready to be back at
MSU. This is my fifth year in college.
My third at Montclair. I’m about ready
to pack it in and head home for the
beach. September is a lot like June—
not too hot, not too cold, and the crowds
arc cither yet to come, or have left until
next summer. I'm a second semester
senior, and I suffering from homesick
ness, but there’s no water here. I nlcss
you consider the quarry water. Anyway,
enough whining.
This week I went to Poetry T ues
days! (on Tuesday night for those of
you who are clueless) in Maxwell’s back
room, located on 1039 Washington
Street, Hoboken, NJ. T he reading fea
tured two readers, Cindy Nagel and
Martin Kushncr. There is also a sign up
sheet for open mike in between sets. I
suggest signing up early, for the list can
get quite long.
Maxwell’s back room is a funky little
place with a small stage, elementary
school folding chairs, and a wooden
floor, stained with cigarette butts and
spilled drinks; possibly even blood, the
back room has seen some wicked mosh
pits.
Cindy Nagel told me nevertoschedulc five readings in a row, but even
though she was tired, she still managed

Players'
A uditions,
by Victoria G aJdes
Players, a Class 1 Organization of the
SGA (Student Government Associa
tion), is a theatrical group welcoming
students from every major. Open audi
tions for their first production, William
Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing,
arc being held on Wednesday and
Thursday, September 13 and 14, in
room 126 in the Student Centerfrom 610 p.m.
Samantha Spitaletta, President of
Players, said that experience is not nec
essary, and a cold reading for director,
Joe Masiello, is all that is required,
Much Ado About Nothing will be per
formed in the Amphitheatre, October
13,14, & 15 at 2 p.m. Admission is free!
For further information contact the Play
ers’ Office at 655-5159, or stop by room
118 in the Student Center.
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to pull off a superb reading. As always
she impressed me because she is one
talented lady. Her poetry ranged from
Cucumbers to Drag Queens to a pre
tentiously untitled piece. She has no
control the words just spin out.
Martin Kushner read second, and
although I feared a bit of a generation
gap, I was completely wrong. I have
never met him or heard him read be
fore, but he made me laugh long and
hard. I Ic is a humorous and gifted poet.
I especially enjoyed his poem titled
“Look on the Dark Side.”
Overall, Poetry’ Tuesdays! provided
!i fun evening out, and once again for
those of you who have reached the fine
young age of 21, Maxwell’s has a beau
tiful bar. I recommend Sierra-Nevada
Pale Ale, very nice, very smooth.
The next reading is a Faux Blonde
Serenade featuring Jane Setteducato,
Nancy Alfaro, and Jose Angel Castro
on Tuesday, October, 10 at 8 p.m. Sign
up readers are welcome, and it’s a great
way to get on the “poetry scene” that s
how I got my featured reading. For
further information contact John Mastro
(201)398-1273.
My thanks to my former editor Darla
Bruno for leaving me her pretty green
cup. Now I can have a caffeine fix, but
yes, Darla 1 am a poor soul. However,
I’m going home tomorrow to sit on the
beach, relax, and eat lots and lots o
salad. Until next week, have fun.

Avant-garde Festival:
Artists, Musicians, Poets,
Dancers & Prancers
by Joy Thompson
So what exactly is avant-garde?
1 ’his was the question I asked my
self when I heard about the Trenton
Avant-garde Festival (TAG F est).
Avant-garde is actually the invention
and application of new techniques in a
field of art. The TA G Fest certainly
held up to its name. There were five
fields in which these techniques were
displayed.
T h e festival was held in Trenton’s
Mill Hill Park, by Market Street. T h e
large field inside this park was used for
visual arts, installations, and perfor
mances. Women dressed in black
bodysuits and hot pink legwarmers let
their bodies flow to the sounds of duel
ing saxophones as sculptors set up
mountains of colored coffee cans. T h at
is avant-garde, is it not?
While women danced, sculptors
sculpted and artists painted in the big
field, there was much activity within
the park’s amphitheater. AHaloCalled
F red certainly put on an excellent show.
Percussion was not your normal drum
set, but rather a card table with a Fisher
Price xylophone, an orange pot, and
someTupperware. While AHaloCalled
Fred sounds similar to the ever popular
They Might Be Giants, they certainly
bring their own flair to music in this day
and age. L e t’s face it how often do you
get to join in the chorus of a song about
fire alarms, or play a washboard in pub
lic? Avant-garde for sure!
Part of the TAG Fest was devoted to
composers, with the “Composers S e
ries.” I sat in on a jazz concert featuring
Marc McDonald and the Bovine Con
servators' Ensemble. One of the pieces
they played was composed by the trum
pet player. It wasn’t really anything
special, but at one point he did include
a lovely bit of syncopation. And as far as
avant-garde goes, syncopation is tres

manifique!
After buying a poster from one of
the many vendors at the festival, I
wandered over to the playhouse to hear
some spoken word, and watch some
films. On my way I encountered a
statue covered in fluorescent yellow
cloth. It reminded m e of the environ
mental and societal sculpturesChristou
installs.
I eventually made it to the Spoken
Word and Film series in the Mill Hill
playhouse and spent about a half an
hour watching films prepared by local
New Jerseyites. As far as films go,
some were good, and some weren’t
even worth my time. T h e reason why
I didn’t spend very much time at the
F ilm Shack was because the fi Ims we re
displayed on an 8 inch television with
bad color. Needless to say, that was not
eh best way to present films, but it was
what they had.
'Flic liveliest part of the festival next
to the amphitheater was the spoken
word stage. There was a large variety of
performers ranging form soft spoken
romantics to obnoxiously loud facists.
Tres avant-garde. T h e spoken word
forum was very well presented by all of
the performers involved. People like
JIJSI II, Catherine Moon, and Alice B.
Talkless all added to the splendor of
spoken word.
Phis year was the fifth year for the
TAG Festival, and they arc constantly
growing. They arc constantly looking
for performers, artists, musicians, po
ets, d a n ce rs, p ran cers, stancers,
glancers...anybody who* is willing to
participate in the arts innovation. I
certainly look forward to going next
year, and years to come. T o volunteer
OR for more information on the Tren
ton Avant-garde Festival please write
to: Trenton Avant Garde, Inc., 126
Hanford Place, Trenton N.J., 08609

The Arts Section NEEDS W riters!!!!!
Contact Victoria at 5169 or Stop by the
MONTCLARION Office room 113 in the
Student Center.
I may have lost my
mind, but I don't
bite!
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Mutant Messages Down Under; a new way of living
by Jo d i Kastel
Even though I'm an English major
and am constantly reading, I rarely come
across a hook that actually changes my
life. But Mario M organ's Mutant Messages
Down f/w/Whas forever changed my way
of thinking. Set in the Australian outback,
a beautiful backdrop for spiritual growth,
this book grabbed my attention and
stimulated my mind and my spirit more
than any other work I have ever read!
I was working as an assistant manager
in a small used bookstore in Lavallettc
over the summer when one of my favor
ite customers (and now dear friend) sug
gested, no, insisted, that I read this book.
I have been told to read everything from
Danielle Steel to T om Clancy to Stephen
King through the years and have vehe
mently declined. But I trusted Linda’s
taste and I needed a book to read while
frying my epidermis, so...
'Ellis story is a work of non-fiction. It
is the true story of one woman’s experi
ences over a span of four months with an
aboriginal tribe in the Australian Outback
called the Real People. I leavily schooled
in medicine, Morgan went to Australia
with the idea that she was supposed to
receive some type of award foronc of her
numerous civic projects, and was ex

pected to make a speech and possibly
deliver a presentation of the project
overview. Once in Australia, she was
led to a jeep driven by a half white, half
aboriginal man, and taken deep within
the outback. She was ordered to take
off all of her belongings and put them
in a bag. Off went the gold ring from
her grandmother, her diamond studs
from last Christmas, her expensive
Italian leather shoes, her pale peach
silk suit. She deposited all of her pa
pers into the bag-driver’s license, pass
port, hotel reservations, plane ticket.
These itemswereabruptly tossed into
the searing fire. Understandably up
set, Morgan was told she would learn
many lessons and would learn to no
longer need these items in the months
to come as she embarked on a journey
called a “walkabout” with the Real
People.
While trekking barefoot with the
Native Australians across 1,400 miles
of unrelenting desert, she learned a
completely newand refreshing way of
living, including their ways of healing
through holistic medicine and Mr.
Miogi-stvle chanting, drawn from a
culture that is over 50,000 years old.
It is much too difficult to get into

the tests and lessons she had to go
through during this period. But each
and every task she went through on
magical, mystical walkabout taught her
a lesson— a lesson about herself, a les
son about her peers, about our back
ward society, about uncovering the se
cret meaning of life.
A wide range of subjects is touched
on in the book as each culture learned a
little more about the other. T h e Real
People, for example, do not celebrate
birthdays like our society. Morgan
writes,
“Ifyoudon’t celebrate gettingolder,”
I said, “what do you celebrate?” “Get
ting better,” was the reply. “W e cel
ebrate if we are a better, wiser person
this year than last. Only you would
know, so it is you who tells the others
when it is time to have the party.”
She goes on to say that the Real
People “believe the only way a person
every truly changesanythingabout him
self is by his own decision, and that
everyone has the ability to change any
thing he wants to about his personality.
There is no limit to what you can re
lease and what you can acquire. They
also believe the only true influence you
have on anyone else is by your own life,

how you act, what you do. Believing
this way makes the tribal members com 
mitted everyday to being better per
sons.”
T heir views on races and interracial
mixing is also cpiitc interesting. T h ey
believe thateveryone began in the same
place, Australia, when all the land was
joined (called Pangaea) about 180 mil
lion years ago. After the land split,
“people spread out. T h e further away
they went, the more their belief system
changed, the more their values were
altered, and ultimately even their e x te 
rior evolved into a lighter color in the
cooler northern climate. They don’t
discriminate because of skin color, but
they do believe we all started out the
same shade and are heading back to one
matching color.”
It all comes back to respect— Re
spect foryourself, respect foryour peers,
and respect for your environment. In
hindsight, Morgan writes of her experi
ences, “Bornempty handed, Dieemptv
handed. I witnessed life at its fullest,
E m p ty handed.” W e can all learn some
lessons from the Real People.

Recycle ME!
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Review: Senior Trip,

SEPTEMBER

A Half-Witted Adventure
by Jo h n Springmatt
Ifvou’re thinkingof spending $ 6 o r$ 7
to sec N ational L am poon '$Senior Trip in
the hope of enjoying a wild and crazy
party movie— 11 a 11 ! Wait until S en ior
T rip appears in your local video store—
and then pass it up to rent N ation al
Lam poon's A nim al H ouse instead.
Senior Trip assembles a few stereo
typed characters including a rebel, a
pothead, a fat slob, a brainy but frigid
beauty, and a computer nerd, and sends
them on a bus trip from Ohio to W ash
ington, D.C.
T h ere’s nothing wrong with this con
cept for a teen com edy— nothing origi
nal, but nothing wrong. What is wrong is
an untalented cast, a poor script, and
lame direction.
T h e young actors don’t show any vi
tality or flair for comedy. A car runs off
the road and the camera goes to an actor
for a reaction shot— and there’s no reac
tion. I’m sorry, blinking doesn’t count.
It’s fairtosay that John Belushihad more
talent in one raised eyebrow than the
collected orifices of this crew.
Matt Frewer, once the trendy M ax
H eadroom , has the thankless role of the
school’s principal. 'This marks M att’s
official entry into Career Hell. T om m y
Chong, no stranger to that locale, cheeks
in to pick up a paycheck.

T o be fair, no cast could make
much of this script. Did I miss some
thing, or is drug humor suddenly back
in style? T h e party-drinking scenes in
A nim al H ouse were intoxicating. The
drinking scenes in S en ior Trip are
about as funny as your Dad drunk on
the couch, wearing a soiled t-shirt and
cursing minorities.
S en ior Trip hits another speed
bump of bad comedies, the L ct’sG et-Serious-for-a-M inute-Scene.
Here, the students appear at a Senate
hearing and give a lame speech about
the educational system. As they turn
to leave, the conservative Senators
start to— applaud? It’s so insincere
and flat-footed that it’s embarrassing
to watch.
W hat’s good about S en ior T rip? It
keeps moving, an occasional laugh
comes up, and it’s short. I liked the
character of a wacked-out Star Trek
fan who pursues the students in his
customized Chevy Caprice. In a bet
ter movie, he would have crashed the
climactic scene at the Capitol, but
here he simply falls off the bus.
I’m not opposed to movies about
low-life tasteless slobs and their half
witted adventures. I’m opposed to this
movie and these low-life slobs and
their half-witted adventures.

Campus P ap erb ack Bestsellers
1 . The Alienist, by C aleb Carr. (Bantam, $ 6 .9 9 .) The hunt for a
murderer in tum -of -the century Manhattan.
2 . The H oi Zone, by Richard Preston. (Anchor/Doubleday. $6.99.)
Combating a deadly virus.__________________________________
3 . D ebt Of H onor, by Tom Clancy. (Bertdey, $7 .50.)
Jack Ryan is back to (oil a Japanese p lo t________
4 . Th e Stone D iartoe, by Carol Shields. (Penguin, $10.95.)
A woman's life from childhood through old age.
S. A 2nd Helping o f C hicken Soup For T h e S o u l, by Jack C anfield
and Mark Victor H ansen. (Health Com m unications, $12.95.)
6 . A pollo 13, by Jim Lovell and Jeffrey Kluger. (Pocket. $6.50.)
The incredible 197 0's moon mission.
7 . The Chamber, by John Grisham. (Island/Oetl, $7.50 )
A lawyer represents a racist on death row.
8 . Seven Habita o f H ig h ly E ffective P e o p le , by Steven R Covey.
(Fireside, $12.00.) G uide to personal fu lfilm e n t
9. C ircle O f F rien ds, by M aeve Binchy. (D ell, $ 6 50.)
Coming of age in an Irish village and in Dubfen's academia.
10. Chicken Soup F o r Th e Soul, by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor
Hansen (Health Communications. $12.00.) Stones lor heart 8 spirit.
8 > W # M 8 l W » f Auguri ifc. IM â
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New G Recommended
* « r I e i n e tie ubarii UGteen 0 - 0 » .

9

W h o W ill Run The F ro g H o sp ital? , by Lom e M oore.
(W arner, $11.99.) S ad and witty depiction o f fem ale adolescence.
S h atter, by Jayne Anne P h lip s . (Della, $ 1 1 .9 5 ) In a girts' camp m July
1963, a group of children experience an unexpected rite ot passage.
W hat they choose to rem em ber will determine the rest ol their lives.
A M arb le W om an, by Louisa May Alcott. (A von. $11.00.) A startling
novella about obsession, as well as other stories revealing a darker
side of the beloved A m erican literary icon.
A M O dA now o »
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attention
vs ttie most fun you
have with your clothes on!
THE

G OR D O

• complimentary refreshm ents

Transportation is fluailable for Groups of 20 or more!
The Brothers McMullen:
a refreshing look at love
by John Springmnn
In Hollywood, love is the result of
being trapped on a speeding bus with
an attractive member of the opposite
sex. If you live in the real world, how
ever, you know (or may learn) about the
courage it takes to express love, the
pain of ending a relationship, and the
hurt you can cause someone you love.
It’s a rare movie that takes on these
issues. The B/vthets McMullen is a sweet
and refreshing look at love for real
people.
B rothers McMullen was made for
$27,000 by writer/director lid Burns,
who also stars as Barry McMullen, the
middle brother. Burns’ film won the
top prize at this year’s Sundance film
festival, thus earning a limited theatri
cal release. If you can find it in your local
theater, sec it. Burns proves that a strong
script and an outstanding, if unknown,
cast can take you a long way. It’s not a
great film, but it’s a very good and very’
human film.
Jack McMullen (Jack Mulcahy) is
the responsible oldest brother, married,
and now master of the family home on
Long Island. When his younger broth
ers need a place to stay, he takes them
in. When a women tries to seduce him,
he....
Brother Barry', artistic but irrespon
sible, is kicked out by his latest girl
friend. She told him that she was think-
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ing about getting married, and be re
plied “T o who?” He’s proud of his
resistance to love, until he meets a
woman...
Patrick (Mick McGlone) has just
graduated college and is reluctantly
forced to move out of the dorms and get
on with his life. His long-term girlfriend
wants to get married...
Each of the brothers faces tough
choices and struggles through his situa
tion imperfectly— but the movie isn’t
just about the male point of view. The
female characters, especially Molly,
Jack’s wife, and Audrey, Barry’s new
love, are strongand sympathetic. I liked
these people and felt drawn into their
lives.
Many of the best scenes involve a
man and woman, face-to-face, trying to
let down their defenses and be vulner
able and real with each other. (If that
scares you in a movie, good luck out in
the world!)
One weakness of Bivthets McMullen
is that character growth doesn’t go fur
ther. The characters move a half-step,
but none take a full stride forward.
AI lollywoodized Bivthets McMullen
would probably star the Baldwin broth
ers, Julia R oberts and M ichelle
Pfeiffer— and wouldn’t be nearly as
good.' The stars otT he Brothers McMullen
are attractive, but also real and human.
I wouldn’t have them any other way.

Fun To Be Had Around
And About Campus...
Thursday, September 14

Monday, September 18

La Di Da Music
and Song Post
Open Mike
Admission $2
8 Park St. Montclair

Slovenian Abstract Art
Calda Auditorium
10:00am-4:00pm

Friday, September 15

Soul Coughing at
Irving Plaza,
17 Irving Place
One block west of 3rd Ave.

Tuesday, September 19

Vinie Burrows Presents
One-Woman Performance
"Sister! Sister!"
Caicia Room 135, 5:30pm

Saturday, Septem ber 16

The Brothers McMullen at
Angelika Film Center
Corner of Houston
and Mercer
Call (212) 995-2000 for
show times
Sunday, September 17

Dove Gathering of the Arts
Deli-plus Out Door Cafe
Journal Square Path Station
Concourse Level
Jersey City
2:00 pm

Çonfused, Clueless, Need More
Information???
Contact Victoria at X5169
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and
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by Bill Watterson
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T he R oommate from H ELL!

Vour/\cv7 /Horoscope
by Ruby Wyner-lo
A A B P-certifiedAstrologer

A ries: (Mar. 21-A p r. 19) This
weekend you'll delight fellow
supermarket patrons with your
famous Cereal B ox Fan Dance.
Taurus: (Apr. 2 0 - May 20) Heed
this advice: T h e phrase "Co-Ed
Naked" is, was, and always will
be the pinnacle of humor.
Gemini: (May 2 1 -June 21) In
creased activity near Polaris in
dicates that you will be flattened
by a ninaway steamshovel.
C ancer: (June 22-July 22) With
your lover out of tow n, now’s the
time for adventure. Treat your
self to scads of whores.
Leo: (July 2 3 - Aug. 2 2) You Leos
are all a bunch of lowlifes un
worthy of a cheap tea-leaf read
ing, much less my extremely use
ful advice.
Virgo: (Aug. 23—Sept. 22) Your
boss will take note of your re
sourcefulness and quick think
ing when you are treed by a
mountain lion.
Libra: (Sept. 2 3 -O c t. 23) Focus
on financial affairs this week.
Exchange all your Am erican
dollars for Icelandic krona.

Scorpio: (Oct. 24—Nov. 21) For
goodness sake, stand up for your
self. Tell Mom she can take her
“N o Feet on the Kitchen Table”
rule and stick it!
Sagittarius: (Nov. 22—Dec. 21) You
will succumb to a long-standing
temptation when you-drink all
the bottles of correction fluid at
the office
C ap rico rn : (D ec. 2 2 -Ja n . 19)
Thanks to th e help of a polite
gas station attendant, the flames
that will engulf your body at the
gas pump will be doused before
they damage your face.
Aquarius: (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) Spend
a quiet afternoon with a new
hobby. Why not try carving ivory
busts of the Bee Gees?
Pisces: (Feb. 19-M ar. 20) W hat
awaits you in the afterlife? Re
freshing ice cold soda pop and
frozen fudge bars. Mmmmm!

N ext week marks Ruby Wyner-Io's
10,000th "Your Real Horoscope"
column. She will celebrate by downing a quart of rum and passing out
© 1995 by O nion Features Syndicate
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by T eresa

D eF alrizio

A llstudent submissions are run at first
ON A TRIAL BASIS, PENDING EDITORIAL AND
STUDENT REACTION.

If

YOU ARE INTER

ESTED IN SU BM ITTIN G C A R TO O N S/A R -

ticles / etc ., com e to the

CLA RIO N

M O NT-

AND LEAVE YOUR SUBMISSION.

T he D eadline is M onday at 4:00PM!!!!!!

C U L T U R A L IDIO CY Q U I Z A N S W E R S
1. Florence. Thc./e/'/er$om
2. A lice, The flr.uiy Bunch
3. Hazel, Hujel
•f. Allred. Butman
5. R i*h e*ter. The Jack Benny Program
6. Mrs. Njugainek. Maude
7 M ax. Hurt to Han
3. Louis*, Mrt/te Koorn For UudcN
9. Mrs Garrett, Lhff'rem Strokes
10 Benson .ind Saunders, Snu/>

II Mrs. Liv in j^ ton . The Courtship o f
Father
12. Tony M ice III, Who's the boss’
13. El>, Urf«m Acres
14. Hop S in * . Borum?u
15 Lurch. T h e Addaim Family
16. G eoffrey. Fresh Fnnct? of Bel-An
17. Mr. F rench , Furni/y A Jfair
16 M r B elvedere, Mr. Belvedere
19. N ell H arper. Gimme A Break
20. M ickey M ackenzie. We Got It Made

EiLiie's
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Essay Question

W hy? W hy? WHY?!?!?!?!
A WEEKLY LIST OF ANNOYING COMMERCIALS
COMPILED BY (W HO ELSE)JOHN J. O'SULLIVAN.

C e r t i f i e d P u b lic P s y c h i c s :

C a ll Now!

C o m m e rcia l S u m m a ry :

A voice, not unlike the one commonly used to sell cars, starts babbling
to the TV audience: “Tired of phony, unreliable psychics? (Blah blah
blah) Try the Psychic Readers Network™, where we have 100% real,
certified (my emphasis) psychics. Call now!” Some cheesy graphic of
a wizard pops out, 1 -9 0 0 number shows up, commercial fades.
My F e e lin g s:
Am I the only one who wonders HOW these so-called “certified” psychics
are actually certified? Am I insane...wait...please don’t answer that one!
Unfortunately, this is something that takes up valuable brain time; I
could have figured out how to cure cancer, do Calculus, and learn how
to make Jello™ by now if I didn’t have to think about this intriguing
puzzle. My God, I have been up at odd hours of the night, mulling over
all possible ways a psychic could possibly be certified. Finally, after all
of this wasted thought, I feel that I have come to a tentative conclusion:
It has to be a multiple choice/essay test. This is the ONLY way that they,
the Psychic Reader’s Network™, could uniformly certify all of their
psychics! Now, if I had to design a psychic certification test, I feel that
what 1 have below would be the standard. Read it, and see if you agree!
★ ★ ★ ★

Multiple Choice
1) I am thinking of:
a) The end of the world
b) A cat being devoured by Uncle Ernest
c) Pine trees of my youth
d) None of the above
2) My favorite band is:
a) Queen
b) Poison
c) The Christy Minstrel Singers
d) King Crimson
e) All of these, and a whole lot more!

*

3) Let’s say that I was an animal. W hat animal would 1 be?
a) A cat
b) A giraffe
c) A duck
d) An ape
e) A lemur
f) An eel
4) My favorite Atari™ game is:
a) Pac-Man™
b) Missile Command™
c) Keystone Capers™
d) Atlantis™
e) Cosmic Ark™
f) Mortal Kombat III™
5) Okay, I have an improbable situation in my head; which one is it?
a) Ernest Borgnine swimming in my hot tub.
b) Bill Gates shaving my head with an InterPlak 2000™.
c) Timothy Leary engaging in a normal, drug-free
conversation.
d) Newt Gingrich dancing in the Super Bowl™, wearing a tu
tu.
e) Noam Chomsky eating Alpha-Bits™ singing Ave Maria.
f) George Bush, running around Arizona naked, screaming
“Free! Free! Free!!!”
g) Ed Asner doing an advertisement for “I C an’t Believe It’s
Not Lard!™”
6) W hy is this the last multiple choice test question?
a) Because 1 ajn running out of ideas
b) Because evil voices in my head tell me to finish this bit
c) Because I am environmentally conscious, and don’t want to
waste any m ore space babbling (Save the whales, shoot the
seals. -Cheech & Chong)
d) None of th e above; the test writer is LYING!

Why? Please elaborate.
★ ★★★
The answers are not published because if you are a REAL psychic, you
won’t need any answers. If you think you know the answers, and wish
to see if you are certifiable,come down to the MONTCLARION with your
answers, or send all test results to OSULLIVAN] on ALPHA. If you pass
the test, you will receive a certificate stating that you are a real, 100%
authentic PSYCHIC! C’rnon, try out your supernatural abilities today!

puzzLe/!
ACROSS
1 Relaxes

6 Fruit drink
9 Unhappy
12 — You Glad
You re You6
*9 '
13 Green truit
15 Weary
16 The — "
(Debbie
Reynolds film)
18 Slake
19 Superlative
suffix
20 Shipshape
21 Greater in size
23 Shed
25 M a g n a —
26 Poetic word
27 Texas city
28 Sault — Marie
31 — beam
34 Kind ol policy
36 Dry
37 Peeled
39
Karenina
40 Imposing homes
42 Sleds
43 Omelet need
44 Finished
45 Franklin
46 Worship
48 Comes in
52 Afr. antelope
54 Vended
56 Fib
57 Cheer (for)
58 One behind
another
61 Extra
62 Cupid
63 Horseman
64 Dined
65 Wonder
66 Bird food

52

S3

57

51

M

t 1 9 9 3 T fib u rx » M e m a S e r v i c e *
a h R ig h t« R e s e ' v e c

10 TV s —
Johnson
1 1 Bambi e g
14 intertwined
15 Tangy
17 Advertising gas
22 Elvis — Presley
24 Requires
25 — Fear '
27 Not as good
29 Musical sound
30 Times of note
31 Metallic fabric
32 "To — . and a
bone
33 Asian land
DOWN
35 Intimidate
37 — church
1 Artist s stand
2 Get up
mouse
3 Actress Berger
(destitute)
4 Sch. sub|
38 Bancroft or
5 Sparing spender
Meara
6 One-celled plant 41 Rocker Billy —
7 Force
42 Banks, at times
45 Ringer
8 Big bird
47 Appointment
9 — of six
49 Omit a syllable
pence

50
51
52
53
54

irv:

Angered
Prophets
"My Friend Debatable
Winter signt

S e rv a n ts Q u a rte rs

55 Monster of myth
59 — Yankee
Doodle
60 Expression of
disgust

by Hieb Dmhtu

Like most American homes, TV households are brimming with maids, butlers and other hired help. Identify
the characters described below, then name their respective shows. Or, if you don’t feel like it, order your butler
to do it.
1 Louise and G eorge Jefferson’s maid
2. M ike and C arol Brady’s maid
3. G eorge and Dorothy B a x ter’s maid
4. Bruce W ayn e’s butler
5. Jack B en n y ’s valet
6. Maude and W alter Findlay's second maid
7. Jon ath an and Jennifer H art's chauffeur
8. Danny W illiam s' maid
9. Philip Drum m ond’s first housekeeper
10. C h ester and Jessica T are’s two butlers
11. Tom C o rb ett's housekeeper
12. A ngela Bow er’s housekeeper
1 3. O liv er and Lisa Douglas’ farm hand
•
14- Ben Cartw right's cook
JS

1

j

*

jjUL
Ipil

15. G om ez and M orticia Addam s’ butler
16. Philip and Vivian Banks' butler

^

17. B ill D avis’ manservant
18. G eorge and Marsha O w en s’ housekeeper

a
g

19. C arl Kanisky's housekeeper
20. David 'lu ck e r and Jay Bostw ick’s maid

o
g

______________________________________________________________________________
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M other’s Helper Needed:
M other of two (9 mos + 6
yrs) looking for a m ature
stu d en t with exp erien ce or
a w illingness to be trained.
10 -1 2 hrs. a week; flexible
hours; $ 7 /h r . Call Marie
(201) 7 4 4 -2 5 2 2 in
M on tclair.
C hildcare needed after
school 4 days including 2
eves until 9 :3 0 PM. Must
have ow n ca r p lu s re fe r
ences. Call eves
(201) 509-0988.
Child Care Needed: 2nd
grade boy, 3 days/w eek
from 3 -6 :3 0 PM. Days flex
ible, occasional additional
hrs., m u st drive, p re fe r
ed u cation student, recen t
references. 5 0 9 -1 3 4 0 .
B ab ysitter w anted in my
West Orange home for 5
m onth old baby. F'^xible
hours &6 per hour. Alter
nating Pri & Sat n igh ts.
7 3 6 -7 2 4 8 Jill.
Fxp erien ced , w arm
b ab y sitter for h a p p y , ac
tive toddler. Tw enty hours
a week. M ornings. Nicole,
509-8957.
B ab y sitter with ow n c a r for
my 1 and A year old sons in
my M on tclair h o m e, Mon
day 10AM-1PM, Tuesdays
8 :3 0 -1 1:30AM, and Saturday
nights. Call 7 4 6 -3 1 9 9 .
Seeking n o n -sm o k in g ,
resp onsib le fem ale to share
spacious, renovated 2bedroom aptmt. in West
Paterson. $ 4 2 0 a m onth
includes heat and hot wa
ter. Nice area. V ery con
ven iently located. Call
(201) 812-6234.
Needed: Responsible, warm
student to watch 3 w onder
ful ch ild ren ages 3, 6, and
8. 3 afternoons (M on, Tues,
Thurs) p er week from 2:008:00 p.m . Must drive.
Would also con sid er live in.
Refs, n ecessary .
Call 7 8 3 -0 9 0 5 .
W riters, ty p esetters, and
friendly people need ed. Call
6 5 5 -5 1 6 9 today!
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Swimsuit M odel (fem ale)
needed by p h oto grap h er.
Must be in to p shape. Part
time. $ 3 5 .0 0 per hour.
(2 0 1 ) 8 2 3 -8 7 5 0 .
B abysitter n eed ed every
Wednesday 3 :4 5 to 7 p.m. 2
blocks from college. E x ce l
lent pay. M ore hours a
possibility. R eferences
needed. M ust really like
kids. Call 5 0 9 -8 2 6 7 .
A.M. B abysitter Wanted.
7 :3 0 - 9:00 .an. 5 days/week.
Escort 6 & 9 yr. old boys to
bus stop on e mile from
cam pus on bus line. Call
7 8 3 - 7254.
A fter school sitte r needed
M onday th ru Thursday 4 7PM. N nn-sm oker with
own car please. Additional
hou rs possible. Phone 5 0 9 0 3 9 6 ; d leave message.

lots of patience. Call 7 4 6 9378.
Babysitter needed M onday
thru FrH ay. 3 days 1 2 :0 0 to
7:30, 2 days 3:00 to 7 :3 0 .
Som ew hat flexible w ith
hours. Must be a n a tu ra l
with ch ild ren . $ 8 .0 0 hr.
R eferences required . Call
847-9114.
Seeking an e n e rg e tic,
cre a tiv e part-tim e
ca re g iv e r for 3 -y e a r old in
our M ontclair hom e. Hours
flexible, generally M-T-TH
12 p.m .-3 p.m., W-F 9 a.m.- 3
p.m. R eferences, d r iv e r ’s
license. $ 7 /h r. 7 8 3 -0 0 7 6 .
Housework help n eed ed in
M ontclair home, a f te r 
noons, evenings + Saturday
nights. C ar necessary. Call
783-5966.
Join th e M ontclarion!

Help Wanted. Health Store
Clerk. Flexible Hrs + Sat.
Knowledge o f n u trition
helpful. C ran ford , NJ. Call
Charlie (908) 2 7 6 -4 2 7 0 .
CHILD CARE: Responsible
Individual to c a re for 11
an d 4 year old children 3
d a y s a week. Must have
ow n tran sp o rta tio n . Hours:
8 :3 0 AM to 6 :3 0 PM. Excel
lent pay. ( 201) 4 4 7 -3 6 6 5 .
SEEKING RESPONSIBLE
COLLEGE STUDENT TO OCCA
SIONALLY BABYSIT 3 boysAges 7, 5, + 1 y r. After
n o o n s, evenings. Must
a r r iv e . R e fe re n ce s Re
qu ired . $8 p e r hour. Please
call # 7 4 6 -9 0 3 5 .
RENT: 1 br. in 1 family
hom e. Fenced in yard. Dog
OK. Full house privileges.
Totowa. $ 5 0 0 .0 0 MO. Please
call: 3 8 9 -0 1 6 4 .

Off cam pus housing- W est
Orange area. PRIVATE
ROOM/BATHROOM PLUS
SALARY in e x ch a n g e fo r
HELP WITH CHILD CARE 4 -9
PM WEEKDAYS. Female
student. Non-sm oking.
Driving re q u ire d .
Telephone n u m b er
(2 0 1 ) 731 -5 7 4 5 .
SHOT GIRLS NEEDED for
busy Tuesday College nigh t
and W ednesday Free Con
c e rt Night. Must be over
2 1 . O u tgoings d fun.
A pply in p e rs o n . PLUM
CRAZY SALOON, 6 2 0 Van
Houten Ave., Clifton.
Student who enjoys ch il
dren to care fo r 7 tear old
in ou r Upper M ontclair
home: Tuesdavs 3:30 P.M.7 :3 0 P.M. Excellent salary,
R eferences req u ired , Own
c a r p re fe rre d .
Call 7 83-3908.
Babyshters needed most Fri
an d Sai nites for on e-year
old. Good baby. Great pay.
Please call M elissa at ( 2 0 1 )
5 0 9 -5 6 2 5 . Refs a must.
CHILDCARE NEEDED for 2 yr.
old boy (m ostly) and his
two brothers (som etim es),
th ree days p e r week. Hours
flexible. Must have car an d

college m a r
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CUSTOM PRINTED
T-SHIRTS • JACKETS • HATS • SWEATS

for your
SORORITY • FRATERNITY • 0RAGANIZATI0N

Call Your College Rep: T-SHIRT EDDIE
1-800-688-8337
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N ot so “special” teams
M SU Football's specialteams lackluster against Cortland St.
by N ick Gantaifis

Special teams are an important part of
a football team, the stronger and better
the team the more successful the pro
gram. On Saturday afternoon MSI! expe
rienced a special teams nightmare as they
dropped a 24-17 decision to the Red Drag
ons of Cortland State.
T h e Red Hawks had a total of two
blocked punts, plus a blocked field goal
with both blocked punts resulting in T D ’s.
I lead coach Rick Giancola of MSI! real
izes that turnovers were the reason for
their defeat. “This was a hard fought
game both ways, and it was filled with ups
and downs,” said Giancola, “There were
many turnovers and it was a give and take
game, the difference came down to turn
overs.”
I loldinga 17-10 lead late in the fourth
quarter, Cortland State standout R-Kal

Truluck of Spring Valley, NY blocked an
MSU punt with 2:51 left on the game
clock. Truluck then sprinted 35 yards
down field to give Cortland a comfort
able 24-10 lead.
Unfazed by the sudden turnaround,
the Red I lawks immediately responded
behind the lead of backup quarterback
Sam Tirone a former Passaic Valley I l.S.
standout. Tirone, who replaced starting
quarterback Brian Cooney late in the
third quarter marched his offense 69 yards
in lOplaysbv hittingjuniorwide receiver
Pat Ricks of Sayreville N.J. in the end
zone. During that commanding drive,
Tirone was six of eight passing to narrow
the Red Dragon lead to 24-17.
The Red Hawks attempted a com e
back with 35 seconds remaining as Marty
Cross of Camden recovered Freshman
kicker Chris Connelly’s on-sides kick

giving MSU a moment of confidence.
Connelly’s on-sides kick was recovered
on Cortland’s 43 yard line only to be
advanced to the 30 by the magic ofTirone
a few plays later. 1lowever, on the follow
ing first down play, Tirone’s pass to Cross
in the end zone was called out of bounds.
MSU then had one last chance for the win,
but on fourth and one T iron e’s pass to
Ricks resulted in an incomplete pass with
nine seconds remaining.
For the Red Hawks, Tirone finished
the game 18 of 31 passing for 225 yards,
one I 'D and one interception. MSU gave
up a total of seven sacks in the game and
have a total of 14 in two games. Saturday’s
game also resulted in new offensive records
for the Red I lawks. A total of 32 pass
completions and 60 pass attempts were
set. Both are school records along with
most plays in a game at 90.

MSU Football: Looking
forward to the '9 5 season
by N ick Gantaifis

For Coach Rick Giancola the 1994 Red
1 lawk football season was the toughest
year he had ever experienced in his 13
years of coaching at MSU. The team
finished below .500 with a disappointing
4-6 record and for the first time since 1976
MSI had lost more games than it won.
Giancola, who is beginning his 13th
season as the head coach of MSU, started
his coaching career at MSU under former
head football coach Fred Hill, now the
head baseball coach at Rutgers Univer
sity. After Hill decided to take the head
baseball coaching job at Rutgers, MSU
w asted no time in hiring Giancola.
Giancola is no stranger to victory and his
88 career wins out of 125 total games
played ranks him 14th in winning per
centage among all active Division 111
coaches.
T h e 1995 season consists of nine sched tiled games and get this, only three home
games. That leaves six on the road, and
winning on the road isn’t always the easi
est task to accomplish.
Last seasons fourth place finish in the
NJ AC is now old news and the Red 1lawk
football team will be looking to improve
their play with the help of seven offensive
and six defensive starters returning from

M ONTO \R IO N

last seasons squad.
The offense will rely on signal caller
Brian Cooney, a 6-4 190 lb. sophomore
quarterback from North Bergen High
School. Cooney last season completed
61 of his 147 attempts for a total of 1151
yds and 12 T D ’s. Cooney was honored
with last seasons NJ AC Offensive Rookie
of the Year award. Also returning for the
offense is fullback A.J Wells of Pompton
Plains. Last season, Wells rushed for 471
yds on 91 carries and 3 T D ’s. Senior co
captain Bill Furst, a 6-2 290 lb. offensive
lineman and 6-2 285 lb. Jeff Lerner will
help pave the way for the offensive
backfield.
The biggest return for MSU is prob
ably defensive end Jeff Bargiel of West
Paterson. Bargiel, an All-American in
1993, was declared academically ineli
gible at the start of last season and missed
the entire year. Jermaine Johnson, a co
captain, returns for the Red Hawk defen
sive backfield after posting a total of
three interceptions last season. Without
any douht the key to MSlI’s success
relies on the defense. Last season the
Red Hawk defense gave up way too
many first downs and overall yardage.
T he entire team must play together as
one with a balanced attack in order to be
successful.

T he defensive back unit of MSU con
tinued its success with three more inter
ceptions on Saturday. In two games the
Red Hawks have a total of nine intercep
tions. Interceptions were recorded by
Frank Franco of East Hanover and
Jermaine Johnson of Bloomfield for their
second of the season. Terry King of Long
Branch also added an interception for his
first of the season.
Red I lawk notes: Up next for the Red
I lawks is their home opener against South
ern Connecticut on Friday September 29
at 7:30.
The game against Southern
Connecticut will be the 17th Annual Pride
Bowl Football Game. This is the first
time in MSU history that the football
team will have two consecutive w'eeks off.
Southern Connecticut is currently 0-1,
dropping their season opener to Buckncll

20- 0.

Sports
Question
of the
Week.
Name the only Baseball player who
has never been placed on the disabled
list during Cal Ripken’s consecutive
games played streak?
s ìtó o q o p r y \ u o.w su y

Defensive Rack Jermaine Jackson

Cooney will not be by himself at quar
terback with the help of Sam Tirone, a
transfer student from Central Connecti
cut. Both are experienced quarterbacks
that can help one another in difficult situ
ations.
1 'he biggest concc rnaccord ing to Coach
Giancola is the kicking game. Both Scott
Rubinetti and Daryle Pellegrino have
moved on and that leaves the kicking job
to baseball standout E.J. Sebelle. Sebelle
can place kick and punt and if he carries
his baseball work ethic onto the football
field then there’s no reason why the kick
ing game should lack.
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Freshmen look strong as Men s Soccer opens season
try Nirh G nntaifis am Boh Czechrnc'icz
After opening their season with a 2-0
loss to Elmira, the men's soccer team
returned home to capture an important
key victory over riv al William Paterson 32 last Wednesday at Sprague Field.
Freshman Sebastian DiBello, a former
Dover High School standout, made the
transition from high school to college in a
quick way by leading the Red Hawks
with a three goal performance in his col
lege debut. DiBcllo tied the game at 1-1
at 4:30 into the second half of the game.
No more than nine minutes later, DiBcllo
responded with a goal fora second time to
give MSI I a 2-1 lead.
DiBcllo then scored his third and deci
sive goal on a 26-yard direct kick that hit
the upper right-hand corner of the net.
On Friday, the Red 1lawks traveled to
Colorado to take on Colorado College.
MSI J was defeated 4-0 to drop their over
all record to 1-2.
While in Colorado, the Red I lawks
faced off with St. John’s of Minnesota.
Marlon Pollard of Fast Orange scored the
only goal of the game to give MSI a 1-0
victory. Pollard’s goal came with 2:13
remaining in the second overtime. Junior
goalkeeper Chris Mazurkiewicv. of North

Arlington stopped twelve St. John's shots
to help M SI' capture their second victory
of the season.
Head Coach Rob Chcsncv starts his
fifth year as the Red I lawk's leader.
Chcsncv returns seven athletes from last
years squad while losingonly four. MSI 's
1994 record of 12-9 should improve in ‘9.3
with five sophomore’s and three fresh
man starting. Chesney admits that his
team is young, but be also believes that
experience and depth will carry the Red
I lawks far.
Chesnev will rely on sophomore lan
Myles, Ramapo College transfer Rob
McOmish
and
Senior
M clkin
Noriega.
Mvlcsand McOmish will play the major
roles in the midfield and Noriega will
provide the experience and leadership
needed to toughen up the defense.
Chesney likes the talent, speed and
fitness the team possesses. If they show
the determination and heart of last sea
son, Chesney and company should be a
major threat for the NJAC.
Red Hawk notes: MSI! blanked
Scranton 2-0 last night. Freshman Marlon
Pollard scored both goals to give the Red
1 lawks the victory expanding their record
to 3-2.

Women’s soccer enjoys
good start to season
try Boh Czechmc'irz
If senior forward Renee Harraka can
find the back of the net like she did last
Saturday, then the MSII’s W om en’s soc
cer team has nothing to worry about.
Harraka scored four goals including
three in the first half, to lead the Lady Red
Hawks to a 3-1 victory over New York
Tech. MSI improved therr overall record
to 3-1 with their only loss coming to
Westchester on September 3th.
Besides the four goals from 1 larraka,
junior Jen Polifrone of Fyndlnirst added
the other goal for MSU. Two assists were
added by freshman Kristin Mazurkiewicz
of North Arlington and Pamela Barboto, a
sophomore midfielder who is the sister of
I lead Coach Fernando Barboto.
Junior goalkeeper Christine Bohan of
West Caldwell recorded six saves in the
victory.
The 19951,ady Red Hawk soccer team
will be headed by Coach Fernando
Barboto. Barboto, who is a 1994 graduate
of MSU, is in his first year as head coach
after playing on the men’s team from

1988-1992. Barboto will try to improve
last years record of 7-9 and hopes that
junior Holly Young and seniors Keri
O ’Meara and Renee I larraka will set the
pace for the rest of the squad.
Barboto believes that Young is the best
player and her commanding defensive
skills will help the team overall. “I lolly's
our leader and our captain, she’ll lead the
way on the field.” said Barboto. O ’Meara,
who is one of the best sweepers in the
conference, will bring motivation to the
rest of the team. Both Youngand O ’Meara
are returningsecond team All-NJAG. The
offense will be lead by 1 larraka, the offen
sive leader for the past three seasons.
Breaking the .500 mark is Barboto’s
main goal. “It’s my first year, and break
ing .500 is my main concern.” said
Barboto. “W e’ll be solid if we all stay
healthy.”
Barboto’s other goal is to be one of the
top four teams in the conference by the
end of the year. There are three solid
returning starters in Young, O’Meara, and
I larraka. If all stay healthy, Barboto’s
goals are well in reach.

Coming next week:
Where are they now?
o

. U SC is a ll over thefie ld during a recent game.

M ontclarions Athlete
of the W eek

$
NAM F:

R F N F F HARRAKA

YEAR:

Senior

I I.S.:

Wayne Valley

NO.:

19

POS.:

FW D.

Renee scored a total of four goals, three in the first half, to give MSU a 5-1
victory over New York Tech. Games like this are reasons why Renee is MSI J’s
all-time leading goal scorer. As long us Renee, the offensive leader for the past
three years, has performances such as this, her name will be in the MSU record
books for years to come.
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Women’s tennis ends drought
Finally defeats Rutgers-Newarkfo r thefirst time since ‘84
by N ick Gantaifis

If last Friday’s doubles play is any sign
of a successful season, than Coach
Mcl.aughlinand his women’s tennis team
are in for an exciting year. MSI I posted a
6-3 road victory over Rutgers Newark in
it’s season opener, thanks to a sweep in
their doubles play action.
For the Lady Red Hawks, Christal
Jakober defeated M ichele Merced of
Rutgers-Newark 6-3, 5-7, while Aukje
Mol defeated Lauren Zicja 2-6, 6-4, 6-2.
In third singles play, Wendy Saladino
won a third set tic breaker 7-1 to top Karen
Valdez.
Aftersinglcsplay the Lady Red I lawks
were tied with Rutgers-Newark at three
matches each. MSI I then broke away
from Rutgers-Newark with a sweep of
doubles play. Paige Fuller, a former
H asbrouck Heights High standout,
teamed up with Saladino to defeat Jayne
DeM ichcle and Merced 8-6. RutgersNewark continued to struggle with Valdez
and Zicja losing to Mol and Jakober while
Joanne Barcenillaand Kristen Aquilla iced
the victory for the Red Hawks by defeat
ing Joanne Szajnoga and Di Wang.
MSH erases an eleven year losingstreak
against Rutgers-Newark that dates back
to 1984.

The Lady Red I lawks are skippered
by Head Coach Brian McLaughlin, who
in his seventh year has a group of starters
returning, including senior Co-Captain
Aukje Mol. Also returning for MSIJ is
junior Wendy Saladino of Mountainside,
an all NJACselection lastscason. Saladino
returns from a very successful 1994 sea
son, a year in which she lead the entire
team in singles play victories with an over
all 10-3 record. T he team is coming off a
1994 record of 7-3, by far the most impres
sive and best season ever for the MSII
women’s tennis team.
If Saladino along with Mol continue to
win as they have in the past, MSU women’s
tennis will find themselves ready for the
NJAIAW Tournament held at the end of
September. T h e Lady Red Hawks have
also added to their roster, senior transfer
Paige Fuller, formerly of Elon College in
North Carolina. Lastseason at Elon, Fuller
competed at the NCAA Division II ChampionshipsatCaliforniaBakersfield. Fuller
will be competing at #1 singles for the
1995 season.
Top Freshman Christal Jakober of
Sparta will help the Lady Red Flawks,
after compiling a 23-1 record in her senior
year of high school.
Red Hawk notes: Yesterday, MSU
topped Ramapo College 5-4 to improve
their record to 2-0.

Wendy SaInchno has been a key member o f this years's Women's tennis squat/.
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Red Hawk Scoreboard
FO O TBA LL:

Loss to Cortland St. 24-17.

W O M E N ’S T E N N IS :

Win over Rutgers Newark 6-3.
Win over Ramapo College 5-4.

M E N ’S SO C CER:

Win over William Pat. 3-2.
Loss to Colorado College 4-0.
Win over St. John(M N ) 1-0.
Win over Scranton 2-0.

W O M E N ’S S O C C E R :

uêêÊÊÊ

Win over New York Tech 5-1.

N A T IO N A L

W O M E N ’S V O L L E Y B A I ,L :

C R O SS C O U N TR Y :

Win over Wilmington 3-1.
I .oss to Stockton 3-0.
Win over Jersey City 3-1.
Loss to Stockton 3-1.

LAMPOON'S

SENIORTR1P
THEY CAME. THEY SAW. THEY PASSED OUT.

MSU Invitational:
W om en’s first place: 26 points
M en’s second place: 49 points.
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Support Red Hawk Athletics!
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Clearing the Bench
by Nick Gantaifis and Bob Czechowicz
Major League Baseball and its fans
witnessed an historieevent last Wednes
day night as CAL RIPK EN played in
his 2,131st consecutive game, passing
the great LOU G EH RIG . This was
something baseball desperately needed.
The sport we call America’s favorite
pastime has never totally recovered from
the strike. From the looks of Wednes
day night's Oriole-Angel game we would
never know the difference.
The longtime Yankee rumors about
DON M A T TIN G LY moving on and
possibly W ADE BOGGS not being re
signed arc just getting bigger and big
ger. Mattingly is believed to be going to
Japan and some even say St. Louis to
play with the Cardinals. As for Boggs,
his batting average of .330 is keeping the
Yankees in play-off contention. If
Mattingly resigns, Boggs is probably out
of the picture and replaced by Rl JSS
DAVIS t he up a nd eo m ing fut ure s u pe r-

star. I'he Yankee’s front office better think
hard about resigning Boggs, his services are
truly paying off.
The DEIO N SA N D ERS sweepstakes
have ended and to no surprise the Dallas
Cowboys arc the lucky winners. On Satur
day Sanders signed a $30 million longterm
contract with the Cowboys making owner
JER R Y JO N ES and his crew the early
favorites to win the Super Bowl.
T he Boxing world suffered a loss last
week with the death of former boxinggreat
B U ST ER MATHIS SR. Mathis who was
52 years old will not be around to see his
son, Buster Mathis Jr., fight MIKE TYSON
in November but he will be in his heart and
mind on fight night possibly sparking an
upset victory.
Dctermininga national power in college
football seems to be the difficult task. Notre
Dame suffered a game opening home loss
to Northwestern and struggled to beat
Purdue in week number two. Penn State

Fearless Forecasts
NICK GANTAIFIS, CO -SPO RTS ED IT O R : (0-0)
Jets -7 over Jaguars. Jets are 0-2 and ANGRY!
Cowboys -8 over Vikings. Em m itt is unstoppable.
Patriots +11 pver Niners. Patriots are up and coming.
Dolphins -7 over Steelers. Impressed by win over new England.
BOB T H E GUY, CO -SPO RTS ED IT O R : (0-0)
Jaguars +7 over Jets. Come back, Broadway Joe!
Falcons +3 over Saints. R E V E N G E !!
Cowboys -8 over Vikings. Purple uniforms look like picklestink!
Lions -61/2 over Cards. Dave Krieg is older than Methuselah.
M IC !IA E L R O ESSN ER, T R EA SU R ER : (0-0)
Jaguars +7 over Jets. Who’s the expansion team here?
Dallas -8 over Vikings. Hello Super Bowl X X X .
Rams -31/2 over Panthers. Carolina has to wait for their first win.
Bills -4 over Colts. You don’t spell Bills J-E -T -S !
TO M TRACY, MANAGING ED ITO R : (0-0)
Giants +61/2 over Packers. T h ey have to win sometime.
Patriots -111/2 over 49ers. Go Pats Go.
Bucs +1 over Bears. Why the hell not.
Bengals +4 over Seahawks. It’s late and I’m tired.

almost received a scare from T exas l ech
and Miami lost their game opener at
UCLA 31-8. Maybe Florida State or
Nebraska will get the job done come
Fiesta Bowl.

After the bell
Isn't it comforting to know that there
arc at least some professional athletes
who value the fan’s interests? When the
NBA Players voted to keep their union
intact thus paving the wav for a new
agreement to be reached with the owners,
it sent a message to fans that maybe, just
maybe, money is not everyth ingand there
will be a 1995 season.
Congratulation to the C l , EV E LAND
INDIANS for finally clinching a spot in
the American I xag u c playoffs for the first
time since 1954. Between that and
RIPKEN’S record week, it seemed almostas if baseball was worth cpqngabout.
What is wrong with the J E T S and
GIANTS? Alright, maybe there is not
enough room in this whole paper to list all
ofthe answers to this question, but I think
that one of the biggest problems are basic
fundamentals. If one more Giant player
grabbed a facemask on one of the KAN

SAS C U T C H I E F ’S helmets, I think
that I would have kicked in my television
set. Haven’t we learned that when you
tackle someone, you’re supposed to grab
their ankles, not their helmet?
As forthe Jets, there simply isn’t enough
room to list all of their problems.
I low about JE R R Y RICEgoingoffon
Sanders on national television Sunday. I
have never heard Rice utter a single pro
fanity, let alone three or four. Sounds like
“Prime l ime" w ill not be sorely missed
in San Francisco.
Tennis is just not an exciting sport.
Even ¡fit’s A N D R E AGASSI vs. P E T E
SAMPRAS, it just doesn’t do anything for
me. Besides, how many other tennis
players can you name besides the two
aforementioned players?
One more reason to be happy that
there will be an NBA season this year.
I low kind will the reception he for PA T
R IL E Y when he returns to Madison
Square Garden as coach of the MIAMI
11EA T to coach against the KNICKS. I
hope for his sake that he is able to buy a lot
of security with all that money he is going
to reeieve to “rcignite” the Heat. Good
luck Pat.
Well, that’s about it for this week, see
ya in seven.

Red Hawk Sports Week
Field Hockey:
Saturday, September 16
Tuesday, September 19

at T ren ton State
at C .W . Post

1:00 PM
3:3 0 PM

Men’s Soccer:
Friday, Septem ber 15

Kean at M SU*

8:00 PM

Women’s Soccer:
Saturday, September 16
Tuesday, September 19

at Mt. Saint Mary’s
at Centenary

12 Noon
4 :0 0 PM

Volleyball:
Thursday, September 14
Saturday, September 16
Tuesday, September 19

at W estern Connecticut
at Scranton Tournam ent
at Rutgers-Newark

7:00 PM
9 :0 0 AM
6 :0 0 PM

Women’s Tennis:
Friday, Septem ber 15
Saturday, September 16
Monday, September 18
Wednesday, September 20

atSU N Y-N evv Paltz
W. C onnecticut at M SU @
Hunter College at M S U @
Drew at MSU

3 :3 0 PM
2 :0 0 PM
4 :0 0 PM
3:3 0 PM

Football:
Open Date

* - at Sprague Field, #- at Panzer Gym,

Join the
Montclarion!!

at Red Haw!k Courts

Call the red Hawks Sports Hotline
for all of the latest and up-to-date
information on your favorite M SU
__athletic team: (201) 655-7645.
MONTCLARION
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